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ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES of a meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee held on Wednesday 15 
January 2020 at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, Gloucester.

PRESENT:
Cllr Robert Bird
Cllr Kevin Cromwell
Cllr Sajid Patel

Cllr Eva Ward
Cllr Keith Rippington
Cllr Phil Awford

Officers in attendance: Kathryn Haworth, Sophie Benfield, Colin Chick, Simon Excell 
and Philip Williams

1. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from Cllrs John Cordwell, Stephen Hirst and Suzanne 
Williams.

2. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting on 26 November 2019 were approved and signed by 
the Chair.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were made.

4. A429 TASK GROUP UPDATE 

4.1 The Chair invited Kath Haworth, Lead Commissioner, to present the report.

4.2 Members were advised that this is the second update that the Committee 
have received on this item; it was last presented at Committee in March 
2018. This report intended to give Members an update on progress to date.

4.3 The Committee were reminded that the task group was initially prompted due 
to concerns about the strategic nature of the A429 noting its importance for 
linking the north and south of the County. The task group explored a number 
of aspects including safety and the level of development of the route, 
potential opportunities for addressing concerns such as the level of freight 
use and its close links with neighbouring authorities due to its position.

4.4 The following points were noted:

 Recommendation 1: completed at the time, there is no further update.
 Recommendation 2: it had been concluded that the likelihood of 

reclassification of the A429 was very low and October 2019’s publication 
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of the report “A Major Road Network for England” did not include the 
A429 as a trunk road. 
It had been agreed that attention should focus instead on managing HGV 
traffic and capacity issues that are GCC control and influence, rather than 
campaigning for reclassification. 
Officers await feedback on the draft Local Transport Plan Review (LTPR) 
which includes a section on freight.

 Recommendation 3: completed and the data had been used to inform 
discussion on a proposed lorry ban in Burford.

 Recommendation 4: details noted from the report.
 Recommendation 5: looking at countywide analysis of accident data, the 

A429 was not providing sufficient evidence to support a reduced speed 
limit enforcement across the whole route. As an alternative, GCC have 
been in discussions with the police about increasing speed enforcement 
along the route to manage existing limits.

 Recommendation 6: details noted from the report.
 Recommendation 7: details noted from the report.
 Recommendation 8: details noted from the report.

4.5 Cllr Moor, Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning, thanked the 
highways team for their work to date and detailed report. It was highlighted 
that the White Young Green report would be useful for all members to look at 
as it may give ideas to members for approaching similar highways issues in 
their area. The report would provide good guidance and an established 
priority for a number of years.

Questions

4.6 A member queried the figures on appendix A of the report relating to the 
removal of a footway (£30,000) and VAS sign at bridge (£70,000). It was 
advised that this was not the costs of the schemes but the contributions that 
had been made available to address the issue. Once the final solution had 
been agreed, the funds would be ready to implement. 

4.7 There was concern raised about the availability of public consultation 
sessions for the LTPR. It was agreed that the member and relevant officer 
would discuss this further after the meeting.

4.8 In relation to the accident ‘hotspots data’ mentioned in regard to 
recommendation 5, a member quested whether there was a priority list of 
junctions that were prone to accidents available per district and if so could 
members see this information. 

4.9 It was advised that the Road Safety Team do an annual analysis of 
accidents which involved further analysis once ‘hotspots’ are identified, this 
is usually produce around June. The Committee were informed that if they 
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wanted further information on this data to speak with their Local Highways 
Manager or the Road Safety Team. It was highlighted there was also a lot of 
information available on the GCC website under ‘Road Safety’:
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/road-safety/

4.10 In understanding the effectiveness of the task group, a member requested a 
summary of its primary objective. The Committee heard that the request 
initially came due to a number of public concerns about the route. The 
A429’s role was confusing as it had a major strategic role but also passed 
through a number of settlements. 

4.11 The task group’s research therefore assisted in producing a more 
comprehensive understanding and view of the role of the route, which also 
enabled GCC to be on the front foot with neighbouring authorities when it 
came to new developments in the area.

4.12 The report and recommendations had been really helpful for members 
responding to constituent concerns and had also provided a baseline of data 
for informing further traffic management. 

4.13 A member asked whether the actions taken in relation to road safety had had 
an impact on the KSI (killed or seriously injured) figures for this route. In 
response, it was advised that reducing the KSI was not a primary aim of the 
task group, but to identify road safety concerns in general. As previously 
mentioned, the A429 had not been identified as an accident ‘hotspot’ but the 
task group clearly identified other road safety concerns. It was advised that 
when funding became available, the road safety analysis data would be used 
to identify areas to address such as the A429.

5. ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE 

5.1 The Chair invited Philip Williams, Lead Commissioner for Community 
Infrastructure, to present the item.

5.2 It had been highlighted at the start of the meeting that one of the actions 
from the previous Committee was for a written brief to be produced for 
members in advance of today’s item. 

5.3 It was explained that due to the complex nature of this issue, officers had 
been unable to produce a briefing note. The purpose for today’s presentation 
would be to inform the Committee of the most up to date position.

5.4 Members were informed that there had been a lot of market engagement 
work undertaken to understand the most useful contribution the Council 
could make in supplying electric vehicle infrastructure, whilst also making the 
best use of public funds. They were keen to take a position of ‘filling in the 
gaps’ rather than duplicating what the private sector was offering.
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5.5 Page 20 of the report pack outlined other strategic policies the Council 
needed to align with locally and nationally for this strategy to work well. This 
highlighted the large overlap between planning for the infrastructure and 
other ongoing strategic plans.

5.6 The strategy would also aim to help GCC achieve its local objectives as 
outlined on page 21. 

5.7 Members noted the need to enable individuals and businesses to be able to 
afford to invest in electric vehicles. At the moment, as they are new on the 
market, they are very expensive to buy/lease. It was suggested that as the 
technology and infrastructure caught up, individuals would develop more 
confidence investing in electric vehicles and the costs would begin to reduce. 

5.8 It was emphasised the need for a flexible strategy that did not cause risk to 
the Council’s spending, as well as needing to be easily adaptable to take 
advantage of emerging technologies as the industry progressed.

5.9 Members also acknowledged the importance of understanding the demand 
from the County’s residents. To look at the current ownership of petrol/diesel 
vehicles across the country, it is estimated there are 30 million 
conventionally fuelled cars on the road and 50,000 petrol/diesel pumps, or 1 
petrol/diesel pump per 600 cars. 

5.10 Some organisations have forecast that if each EV owner had a charger then 
the UK would need up to 25 million EV chargers by 2050, 2.6 million of which 
would be in public locations. This would require 2300 chargers to be installed 
across the UK every day to address demand if everyone switched to an 
electric vehicle. Other organisations have produced much lower forecasts.

5.11 There were also differing views across the industry on how many of these 
chargers would need to be available in public places, on the highway, at 
petrol stations, on the street for residential homes or on private driveways.

5.12 Pages 22 and 23 outlined sources of financial support and the recommended 
areas of focus for GCC. It was highlighted as the highways authority, GCC 
were the only ones who could install on street charging, but there could be 
an opportunity to devolve power to district and parish council’s to manage 
some installations, as was currently done with the county’s bus shelters for 
example.

5.13 Taxis were highlighted as a major part of demand on the Council’s input as 
they were natural users of public infrastructure. GCC had started working 
with the City Council to see how this may be addressed in Gloucester. As 
district councils were the licensing authorities, they would need to consider 
how they could encourage taxi drivers to switch to electric vehicles by 
amending their licensing policies.
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5.14 It was pointed out that for larger vehicles, the technology was not yet 
suitable. Stagecoach, for example, carried out some analysis on their new 
Euro 6 bus. For a fleet costing about £2 million, to go electric this would 
increase to £6 million, with £900,000 of that being spent on depot charging 
points to avoid draining the local network. In addition, the life expectancy and 
manufacturer’s guarantee for the battery life on an electric bus was currently 
much less than for the engine on an equivalent Euro 6 diesel bus.

5.15 Members were advised that Atkins had been commissioned to provide 
capacity and technical expertise in developing the draft strategy, and a 
representative was in attendance at today’s meeting to take away members 
contributions.

5.16 The Committee noted the key issues and questions to consider on pages 24 
and 25 of the report and the following expanded points:

 There would need to be consideration for how the electricity was charged 
for. At the moment, as the infrastructure is new, a lot of places were 
offering free charging. However, as the demand is growing, many places 
were starting to move to a tariff arrangement, as is with buying 
petrol/diesel.

 As with the broadband roll out, it would take longer for the infrastructure 
to reach the more rural areas of the county.

 It is likely that some residents will be unhappy with the installation of 
chargers in on-street parking areas. It would be hoped that people will 
avoid parking in electric charging spaces, as they do with disabled 
marked spaces. It would be costly for the Council to go down the Traffic 
Regulation Order route to enforce this otherwise.

 What approach should be taken on residents requesting to privately 
connect charging cables from their homes to their vehicle parked on the 
road? Although this could be helpful to reduce the cost to the Council, it 
would be vital for criteria to be set to avoid hazards developing such as, 
electric cables across footpaths.

5.17 Members noted the implementation plan on page 26 which requested a draft 
report to be presented to this Committee in March.

Questions

5.18 A member stressed concern that the electric vehicle and infrastructure issue 
was such a big, complicated issue to solve and it was difficult to see a 
solution. In addition, it was highlighted that many residents were likely to face 
issues with on-street parking if spaces were taken up by charges (which 
were not necessarily being used by residents) as well as the cost of the 
vehicles currently not being a financial feasibility for most at the moment.
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5.19 In response it was suggested that, similar to the broadband approach, the 
best option would be for GCC’s strategy to look at delivering the easier 80% 
of infrastructure first, before then focusing efforts on the more difficult 20%. 
This way the majority of Gloucestershire’s residents would have access to 
charging points in good time.

5.20 It was completely appreciated that there were going to be many individual, 
complex issues throughout the infrastructure rollout, but if the Council tried to 
resolve every problem in the first few years, it was likely the problem would 
feel too big to solve. 

5.21 The Cabinet Member for Education and Skills echoed the above points by 
suggesting that taking bitesize steps to begin with and making the biggest 
impact, in the shorter term would support a majority of the County to switch 
to electric vehicles. 

5.22 Then, in the next few years, the remaining 20% of the more difficult, long-
term solutions would likely be better supported by advancements in 
technology and GCC’s efforts could be more focused. In addition, it was 
highlighted that as more people change to electric vehicles, the more 
affordable they will become and the less financially viable diesel and petrol 
fuel vehicles will become.

5.23 A member wondered whether GCC had within its power to encourage district 
authorities to make sure that new builds, at least, had charging points fitted 
as standard. It was stressed however, that there are a lot of existing climate 
change measures, such as solar panels, that developers were not installing. 

5.24 It was confirmed that discussions were ongoing but there were difficulties 
around the absence of specific planning policies to enforce such action. 
Another member also pointed out that it takes a long time for planning 
policies to be created or amended.

5.25 Referring to the proposals, a member really welcomed how GCC was 
responding to this issue, and the pace at which a strategy was being 
created. They agreed that the idea of an incremental approach, as 
suggested above, was the best way to make a start and they agreed there 
should be a charge for the electricity used to charge an electric vehicle (as 
car users currently pay for fuel).

5.26 A member suggested that it would be useful to have data on how many 
people have actually got electric vehicles at the moment, and potentially this 
was something individual members could look into in their local areas.

5.27 For taxis it was wondered whether incentives could be used to encourage 
taxi drivers to switch to electric vehicles. This currently existed through a 
government grant but it was highlighted that taxi drivers in the county need to 
be supported to do so through having the right infrastructure in place. It was 
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also advised that GCC were working closely with districts on how they can 
support taxi operators in the county. 

5.28 It was recognised that encouraging safe and efficient driving also had an 
impact on air quality and that The Air Quality Partnership was currently 
working with businesses on rewarding and encouraging staff to do so.

5.29 It was requested that where charging points were installed in car parks for 
example, that they were positioned to allow as many parking bays as 
possible to have access to that charger, e.g. in the centre of four spaces 
rather than just within one.

5.30 A member reiterated that electric vehicles was an issue with an evolving 
solution and urged caution for the Council to not rush towards one proposal, 
which may become redundant in a few years due to advances in technology. 
It was also stressed that whatever the solution, it needed to be consumer led 
and be the right solution for the residents of Gloucestershire. 

5.31 The Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning expressed that it would 
be impossible for the Council to understand how the electric vehicle markets 
would play out in the coming years, the pace of change was massive and it 
was markets that dictated consumer choice. They saw GCC’s role on this 
issue as a leader, but within a targeted/intervention manner.

Action: To circulate The Times articles on market changes from Cllr 
Moor – Democratic Services

5.32 Reference was made to rural communities who potentially had the financial 
resources to change to electric vehicles but were also equally likely to be the 
areas that wouldn’t be targeted in the initial infrastructure rollout (similar to 
issues faced with broadband). In response, it was suggested these may be 
areas where GCC can work with the local district or parish council’s to allow 
them to install infrastructure solutions on GCC’s behalf, or have discussions 
with the residents themselves.

5.33 Members were advised that the cost of purchasing the charging points was 
dependant on the amount, type and location where they were being installed. 
The types of charger available offer three different speed levels, the slowest 
being a ‘fast’ charger which started at around £2,500 per charger and the 
fastest was an ‘ultra rapid’ which can cost up to £75,000 per charger. 

5.34 In addition to purchasing the chargers, there will also be a cost for 
installation (which may be more complicated and therefore more expensive 
in different areas), plus the potential need to upgrade the capacity of the 
electricity supply to support the chargers. GCC were currently in discussions 
with Western Power Distribution to understand the cost of upgrading 
electricity networks and the areas where this may need to be considered. 
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5.35 On questioning, members were informed that advice had been sought from 
several other local authorities who had implemented similar strategies and 
the electric vehicle infrastructure providers who work with them.

5.36 The Director of Economy, Environment and Infrastructure summarised the 
Committee’s proposed guiding principles for the draft strategy as follows:

 To begin with an incremental approach to the infrastructure rollout, 
targeting the easiest solutions first and focusing attention on the more 
complex issues later.

 To opt for a charge to charge where consumers will pay a tariff for 
electricity charging in public places, as they would with petrol/diesel 
refuelling. This decision would reflect the majority of other authorities 
around the country.

 To not allow private residents to run their own cables across footpaths 
but to see if there are any other solutions that can be offered to 
individuals wishing to install their own charging points.

 To recognise that there will be a number of complex issues arising 
throughout the rollout such as an individual’s lifestyle, where they live etc. 
that may prevent them from having access to the infrastructure initially. 
To agree that there will not be an immediate solution for these more 
difficult issues and they may take sometime to solve.

 To not focus completely on one solution for the infrastructure strategy 
and acknowledge that as the technology evolves, the strategy will need to 
be flexible and adapt.

 To recognise that as the technology becomes more common, the cost of 
switching to electric vehicles will reduce and petrol/diesel vehicles will 
become less attractive to the consumer.

 For GGC to show leadership on this issue, but also to work closely with 
district authority colleagues throughout the development.

6. DIRECTOR'S REPORT: ECONOMY, ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

6.1 Colin Chick, Director of Economy, Environment and Infrastructure, updated 
the Committee on current issues. In particular, members noted that:
 The new contracts under Ringway and Atkins were now stabilised and 

running well.
 There was an announcement due shortly on the new structural 

maintenance contract.
 There were delays on the Gloucester South West Bypass scheme due to 

land acquisition issues and negotiations.
 Only two out of the five advertised posts for the Highways Development 

team had been filled. It would suggest that due to the shortage of this 
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particular skill base for a number of years now, the salaries for the higher 
positions were out of kilter with other local authorities.

 In relation to the Climate Change Strategy, GCC were currently working 
hard across Gloucestershire to understand how to move forward in a 
joined up manner.

 Work continued to finish the outline business case for Government on the 
Junction 9 scheme. It was highlighted that considering a year ago this 
scheme wasn’t being considered under any funding pot, there had been a 
lot of work behind the scenes to reach this stage.

 Junction 10 scheme was still awaiting a decision from Government.
 The Rail Strategy report will show the ground work for future 

improvements to the network. The further detail will be being discussed at 
the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee with Chief 
Executives and Leaders from the six District Councils.

 GCC will now become a formal partner of the JCS process from April 
2020. The Council will have more influence in this position but members 
were reminded they were still only 1 of 4 around the table, and would not 
become a decision maker or planning authority.

 Javelin Park was now generating electricity on a fairly standard basis but 
it has experienced a few stops during its monitoring. Therefore, at the 
moment, the electricity is being sold at a fluctuated market rate rather 
than locking into a contract until the electricity production is constant.

 Cllr Nigel Moor, Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning, advised 
members that the visitors centre at Javelin Park will be completed this 
month and an opportunity all members to visit the facility would be 
arranged in Spring 2020.

Questions

6.2 A member questioned whether, during the 2020 JCS process, there would 
be scope to revisit highways issues from previous planning applications. It 
was advised that the creation of the JCS will still be the responsibility of the 
district authorities and that GCC will be consulted to comment once a draft 
was available. This draft and any comments would be shared with members 
also.

6.3 It was stressed, that the consideration of highways issue in the JCS has 
been an ongoing issue for the Council and that it needed to be taken much 
more seriously. The problem beginning to present itself is that developments 
are layering around a ‘core’ which is an unsuitable use of land and does not 
allow sufficient access to public transport meaning cars are remaining a 
necessity.  Officers at GCC would prefer to see a transport strategy 
produced which connected with transport concerns or show plans to mitigate 
against them. 
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6.4 It was suggested that many previous JCS (running to 2031) may be found 
unsound against inspection in 2020 on this matter.

6.5 Responding to these comments a member, in their district councillor 
capacity, added that GCC joining the JCS was a welcomed move and had 
hoped to be in a situation where things had massively improved by having 
highways/county directly involved in the planning process. Reference was 
made to the issue of how national funding for transport infrastructure was low 
and it was an issue district authorities struggled to understand how they 
could overcome.

6.6 It was recognised that these comments were only a statement of situation 
and that all parties would need to be involved to drive forward a more 
sustainable way for planning in the County, which delivered growth without 
causing harm to the environment.

6.7 A member questioned how far away the Junction 9 decision would be, it was 
explained that following the submission of the business case, officers would 
expect a response within 6 months to a year of that date. Junction 10 was 
still awaiting a decision on funding; the project was currently progressing on 
a ‘minimum expenditure’ approach to keep it on time, as currently all 
expenditure was ‘at risk’.

7. WORK PLAN 

7.1 Members noted the work plan items for the next meeting in March, and it 
was requested that the draft electric vehicles infrastructure strategy was 
added as a third item.

ACTION: PHILLIP WILLIAMS

7.2 It was advised that following Cabinet’s approval of the Draft Local Transport 
Plan (LTP) Review, it would now launch into a public consultation on 16th 
January 2020. It was requested if an item could be brought to the May 
Committee meeting for members to review a summary of consultation 
responses. It was emphasised that there would not be a full revised 
document or consultation report available by this date however.

7.3 Members agreed that, as with the previous LTP item, this should take the 
form of a one item joint meeting with the Economic Growth Scrutiny 
Committee. It was confirmed that all Economic Growth Scrutiny members 
would be invited to attend in May alongside Environment Scrutiny members.

ACTION: SIMON EXCELL/DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

CHAIR

Meeting concluded at 13:05
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Environment Scrutiny Committee -  4th March 2020

Report on a draft Ultra Low Emission Vehicle Strategy for Gloucestershire

Report Author:  Philip Williams, Lead Commissioner Community Infrastructure

Purpose of report: For members to consider the draft Strategy and provide feedback

Backround

At Environment Scrutiny Committee on 15th January 2020 members received a presentation on 
electric vehicle infrastructure and discussed the challenges facing residents, businesses and councils 
in transitioning from conventional fuelled vehicles to low carbon electric vehicles by 2050.

Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) has commissioned Atkins to produce an Ultra Low Emission 
Vehicle (ULEV) Strategy to provide a policy position for the County to progress actions to enable 
increases in ULEV uptake. The term ULEV is used here to include battery electric vehicles as well as 
other types of electric and hybrid vehicles.

The aim of this report is to share an early draft of this strategy with committee members for their 
feedback whilst still at a formative stage in the process. The draft strategy and implementation plan 
will then refined and presented to Cabinet for endorsement and for authority to procure the electric 
vehicle infrastructure and other measures needed to deliver the strategy.

Introduction

Atkins has produced the attached draft strategy following research of ULEV strategy examples from 
around the UK and understanding the situation and aspirations of GCC to expand the ULEV network 
and raise awareness of ULEVs to encourage switches to cleaner fuels. 

The draft ULEV strategy has been written for the ownership and adoption by GCC, therefore where 
text states that ‘we will’ lead, enable, explore and partner, this refers to GCC, not Atkins.

A short powerpoint presentation will be given at the Scrutiny to introduce the draft ULEV strategy at 
a high-level, before allowing time for discussion. 

Overview of draft Strategy
The draft ULEV Strategy document is included for reference with this cover report. Both the 
presentation and strategy follow the structure summary presented below: 

1. Introduction, including need for a ULEV strategy;
2. Policy context, including national, regional and local across sectors (planning, transport 

energy, industry);
3. Vision, overarching policy and objectives, including increasing ULEV uptake to meet wider 

objectives (e.g. climate emergency);
4. Mapping of existing situation of ULEV charge points and ULEV ownership;
5. Proposals for ULEV network, broken down into types of chargers, users, locations, types of 

vehicle etc based on mapping and research;
6. Assessment Criteria for proposed charging network and prioritisation;
7. Potential Funding sources, this section provides a context of funding sources available as of 

February 2020;
8. Actions to indicate where GCC can Lead, Enable, Explore and Partner others for delivery, 

recognising that some aspects will have to be delivered by third parties. Actions may cover 
the following aspects:
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a. Infrastructure
ACTION 1: We will enable the expansion of Gloucestershire’s ULEV charging 
network.

b. Funding
ACTION 2: We will lead on seeking opportunities to increase uptake of ULEVs with 
neutral revenue implications to GCC through bidding to Central Government funding 
sources and generating income through charging points.   will enable the expansion 
of Gloucestershire’s ULEV charging network.

c. Policy and Governance
ACTION 3: We will enable new development to install active or futureproofed 
passive charging infrastructure by working with Local Planning Authorities to 
condition provision through the planning process.
ACTION 4: We will lead on contributing towards the increase in the use of ULEVs in 
Gloucestershire by seeking opportunities to switch GCC fleet of operational vehicles 
and pool cars to ULEV and providing incentives to GCC employees to switch their 
own vehicles to ULEVs.
ACTION 5:  We will explore opportunities to meet our vision by ensuring that ULEV 
uptake is incorporated into policies across GCC and that responsibility for delivery is 
multi-disciplinary.

d. Public Transport
ACTION 6: We will partner with public transport operators to identify funding 
opportunities to convert bus fleets to ULEVs.

e. Taxis and Rail
ACTION 7: We will partner with taxi operators to encourage switches to ULEV by 
offering business grants and other funding opportunities and improving coverage of 
charging infrastructure at taxi ranks.  We will partner with Rail and Bus Station 
operators to implement charging points for car, taxis and buses.

f. E-Bikes and Micromobility
ACTION 8: We will explore opportunities to offer grants or loans to businesses and 
citizens for e-bike purchases and explore opportunities for shared use of e-cargo 
bikes or other micromobility options.

g. Engagement 
ACTION 9: We will enable businesses to encourage ULEV uptake among their 
employees by offering grants to install charge points at workplaces and identifying 
ULEV champions.
ACTION 10: We will explore opportunities for car club providers to make a switch to 
ULEVs and providing charging infrastructure in car club bays.
ACTION 11: We will lead on raising awareness of ULEVs in Gloucestershire by 
incorporating information on ULEVs and the charging network into our travel 
information documents, engagement materials and on our website.

h. Future Innovation 
ACTION 12: We will explore innovative approaches that will help us achieve our 
vision for ULEV uptake and be aware of changes available to the market that we can 
promote.
ACTION 13: We will explore and seek to partner with organisations that are 
advancing technology in renewable energy sources and grid balancing to ensure the 
impact of increasing the ULEV charging network is sustainable.

9. Implementation plan to identify actions, set out targets for delivery, potential funding 
sources, delivery partners, timescales, levels of risk and monitoring criteria.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Project outline 
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) has commissioned Atkins to produce an Ultra Low Emission Vehicle 
(ULEV) Strategy to provide a policy position for the County to progress actions to enable increases in ULEV 
uptake. Atkins has produced this strategy following research of ULEV strategy examples from around the UK 
and understanding the situation and aspirations of GCC to expand the ULEV network and raise awareness of 
ULEVs to encourage switches to cleaner fuels. This ULEV strategy has been written for the ownership and 
adoption by GCC, therefore where text states that ‘we will’ lead, enable, explore and partner, this refers to 
GCC, not Atkins.  

1.2. Background  
In July 2019, Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) declared a climate emergency, recognising the need for 
the County to reduce its carbon footprint and its impact on climate change. Transport accounts for around one 
third of all carbon dioxide emissions and is the largest contributing sector compared with energy, industry and 
residential sectors. 

The Secretary of State (SoS) for Transport wrote to GCC in October 2019 to encourage the Authority to take 
advantage of initiatives, such as the On-Street Residential Chargepoint Scheme (ORCS), to fund 
improvements to the regional chargepoint network for those living and working in Gloucestershire (Appendix A). 

The Draft Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan sets out an ambition to improve mode share by sustainable 
transport. However, there are journeys that are difficult to make without motorised transport, such as, where 
public transport infrastructure is sparse or those that are made to move large loads. Where sustainable 
transport modes are not realistic, the use of Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs) should be encouraged in 
order to tackle the impact of the transport sector on carbon emissions. 

ULEVs, as opposed to traditional petrol or diesel vehicles with internal combustion engines (ICE), come in a 
variety of options currently on the mass market: 

• Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) are ICE vehicles with a battery that charges from the energy from the ICE; 

• Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles (PHEV) are HEVs but also can charge the battery from an electric source; 

• Extended Range Electric Vehicles (EREV) are plug in battery vehicles that also have a small ICE gives 
energy to extends the range of the battery; and 

• Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) are entirely plug in electric vehicles with a battery. 

(adapted from Bromsgrove District Council ULEV Strategy) 

 
These options currently mainly extend to cars; however, technology is constantly evolving for buses, freight 
vehicles and taxis. ULEVs are vehicles that produce less than 75g CO2/kg, therefore electric bikes are also to 
be considered in this category. 

1.3. Purpose of this ULEV Strategy   
This document provides a strategic approach to the ways in which GCC can enable the uptake of ULEVs 
across the County. It sets out the policy context at a national and local level that supports the shift away from 
ICE to ULEV. The existing situation of ULEVs in the County is mapped, showing the extent of charging 
infrastructure and current levels of ULEV ownership.  A vision for increasing ULEV uptake in the County is then 
proposed with proposals for the charging infrastructure network and assessment criteria for new infrastructure. 
Finally, actions are identified where GCC can Lead, Enable, Explore and Partner others to achieve the overall 
vision and identify potential funding sources, timescales and methods of delivery. 

Given the ever-changing nature of innovation and technology in ULEVs, it is recommended that GCC reviews 
this document in three years to report on progress against the actions set out in this document and assess the 
position of ULEV development as a whole to set new actions. 
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2. Policy Context 
ULEVs and vehicle charging infrastructure are evolving technologies that have seen rapid growth in both 
development and uptake over the last decade; this expansion has led to a shift in policy across several key 
sectors at a national, regional and local level. This section summarises these policies in order to qualify the 
policy alignment of GCC’s ULEV Strategy. 

2.1. Transport 
At this point in early 2020 there are 150,000 registered ULEVs and 14,000 publicly accessible charge points 
across the United Kingdom (UK). At a national level, the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV), part of the 
Department for Transport (DfT) and the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have 
pledged to invest £900 million into the further development, manufacture and uptake of ULEVs in the UK. The 
aim of OLEV, DfT and BEIS is to increase economic growth, reduce greenhouse gases and improve air quality.  

Regarding nationally-focused transport policies, the DfT’s The Road to Zero Strategy (2018) outlines policy 
steps to reduce emissions and increase the uptake of ‘cleaner’ vehicles to enable the UK to become a front-
runner in zero-emission vehicle design and manufacture. The Road to Zero also outlines policies to support the 
development of a world-class electric vehicle infrastructure network and to reinforce local action in the UK. 
GCC, as the Highway Authority for Gloucestershire, has proposed to ensure that there is a network of charging 
points and/or alternative technologies for vehicle charging under the draft Gloucestershire Local Transport 
Plan. This regional policy is in line with the UK Parliament’s Automated and Electric Vehicle Act 2018; enacted 
to improve the provision of charging infrastructure. In February 2020 a further announcement was made by the 
Conservative Government that will see the sale of petrol, diesel or hybrid vehicles banned in the UK by 2035, 
which has been brought forward by 5 years from the original target and the Electric Vehicle Trading Scheme 
and Road Usage Duty (consultation) Bill passed to Royal Assent. 

2.2. Industry 
The draft Local Industrial Strategy (2019), published by the Gloucestershire Local Enterprise Partnership 
(GFirst LEP), seeks to create a network of vehicle charging points across Gloucestershire, including in rural 
areas. This regional policy is in-line with BEIS’ Industrial Strategy (2017), which outlines policies to support 
investment in charging infrastructure, as well as an additional £100 million extension to the low-emission 
vehicles plug-in grant. 

2.3. Planning 
The National Planning Policy Framework (2019) indicates that Local Authorities setting policies concerning 
local parking at residential and non-residential developments should ensure an adequate provision of spaces 
for charging plug-in and ultra-low emission vehicles [Paragraph 105]. At a local level, Gloucestershire’s Borough, 
District and City Councils are beginning to acknowledge the need to include the provision of charging 
infrastructure in recently updated Core Strategies and Local Plans. 

Looking ahead, the DfT is analysing feedback from it’s recent (autumn 2019) national consultation on proposals 
to alter existing regulations in order to include vehicle charging infrastructure in residential and non-residential 
buildings. The subsequent output(s) from these proposals will undoubtably impact upon future policies 
regarding ULEVs which Atkins and GCC will need to monitor in due course. 

2.4. Energy 
The DfT’s Transport Energy Model Report (2018), outlines the energy consumption, greenhouse gas and air 
quality pollutant emissions for numerous road-transport technologies, and forecasts estimates about emerging 
future technologies. At a regional level, a building block of the Gloucestershire Sustainable Energy Strategy 
(2019) is co-ordinating the growth of electric vehicles and associated charging infrastructure. 

2.5. Air Quality 
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs’ (DEFRA) Clean Air Strategy (2019) and the UK Plan 
for tackling roadside Nitrogen Dioxide (NO₂) Concentrations (2017), commits the Government to improving air 

quality and reducing the health impacts of Particulate Matter (PM) and NO₂. In-step with policies outlined in 
these strategies, the Gloucestershire Air Quality and Health Partnership (GAQHP), developed the 
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Gloucestershire Air Quality and Health Strategy (2019), leading to the creation of the Electric Vehicle and Clean 
Fleets workstream delivery group; a multi-agency, multi-professional team concentrating on electric vehicles 
and fleet, including ULEVs, in Gloucestershire. 

2.6. Declaration of a Climate Emergency 

In May 2019, UK Parliament was the first national government to declare an environment and climate 
emergency; in July 2019, GCC followed, pledging, along with other regional authorities to become carbon 
neutral (Net Zero) by 2050. By October that year, all of Gloucestershire’s Borough, District and City Councils 
had declared climate emergencies. Whilst these declarations do not provide a legal basis for action, they do set 
a president for future policies, development and funding opportunities regarding ULEVs and future low-
emission technologies. 
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3. Vision 
Delivering mode shift from the car to sustainable modes is crucial to achieve better transport outcomes, 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increasing the transport network’s overall capacity. However, 
supporting the uptake and development of ULEVs will have a key role in reducing the emissions currently 
produced by more polluting fuel and vehicle types. 

Based on the policy review, GCC’s vision for encouraging ULEV uptake is: 

As part of our commitment to reducing the impact of transport on climate change, our 
vision is to improve accessibility across Gloucestershire through low carbon modes. 
For journeys that are unavoidable by motorised transport, we are committed to 
encouraging a switch to Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs) and strive to facilitate 
this through enabling access to a charging infrastructure network. 
 

The charging infrastructure network will provide a variety of types of charge points depending on the location 
and likely usage. For citizens to be encouraged to switch to ULEVs, charging infrastructure must be available in 
residential locations, however not all dwellings have off street parking to accommodate charging infrastructure 
at home. On street charge points in areas where off street parking is scarce is one way to overcome this. 
Charging infrastructure at destination points such as shopping centres, workplaces and public car parks allows 
citizens and visitors to charge vehicles away from home. Charging infrastructure must also be considered for 
freight vehicles, taxis and public transport. These uses have been highlighted in this strategy however they 
could be subject to detailed future strategies specific to these uses. Optimal locations for charging infrastructure 
are in areas with high concentrations of housing without off street parking and where there is a demand for 
parking at destination points.  

 

The following section investigates the current situation of charging infrastructure in Gloucestershire and ULEV 
ownership, identifying opportunities to expand the network.  
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4. The Existing Situation  

4.1. Gloucestershire  
Gloucestershire is made up of six district councils, Gloucester City, Cheltenham Borough, Cotswold District, 
Forest of Dean, Tewkesbury Borough, and Stroud District. Each of these have their own commuting patterns, 
major routes, parking restrictions, and existing charging point locations. This section presents the current 
provision for ULEV charging and summarises and reviews travel patterns to inform broad locations for ULEV 
charger implementation. Figure 4-1 shows the approximate location of the 136 chargers in Gloucestershire as 
of February 2020, based on the National Charge Point Registry and industry tool Zap Map. 
 

Figure 4-1 - Gloucestershire Existing Charging Points

 

https://www.zap-map.com/live/ 
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/1ce239a6-d720-4305-ab52-17793fedfac3/national-charge-point-registry 

Gloucestershire is a relatively rural county, with a population of 633,5581 (2018), the urban districts of 
Gloucester and Cheltenham account for ~129,000 (20%) and ~ 117,000 (18%) of the total GCC population, 
respectively. This equates to an approximate 60% – 40% rural to urban split, in the population living outside of 
the urban areas of Gloucester and Cheltenham, which contributes to a large proportion of commuting trips 
made by car (70%).  

A high proportion of residents of Gloucestershire also work within the county – this length of journey would be 
suitable for ULEV charging at home with no need to charge at work. Census journey to work data shows that 
most commuting trips (72.1%) made to and from Gloucestershire also either start or end within Gloucestershire 
itself, as opposed to outside of the county (see Figure 4-2). Given the size of the county, approximately 35 

                                                      

1 https://inform.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2091085/current-population-of-gloucestershire-overview-2018.pdf 
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miles north - south, and 45 miles east – west, EV range is not considered an issue for these potential 
commuting trips. 

Additionally, the top 20 car origins and destinations for those either living or working in Gloucestershire are also 
within the county. In order to maximise ULEV uptake, the priority for GCC implementing ULEV charging 
infrastructure should be catering for residents on local roads, rather than focusing on longer distance trips. 

Figure 4-2 - Gloucestershire Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

To ensure the appropriate delivery of ULEV charging infrastructure to existing local roads, of key importance 
will be to understand where the current charging locations are and the type of users they cater for (users types 
discussed in Section 5 below). Likewise, the existing parking situation and any other restrictions on the roads 
which may help or hinder the provision of charging bays on public roads will need to be considered. Table 4-1 
provides an overview of the ULEVs registered in the county as of February 2020 in addition to the number of 
chargers and rapid chargers. It is noted that ULEVs account for 1.9% of vehicle’s nationally and 1.3% within 
Gloucestershire2. 

 

Table 4-1 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Gloucestershire 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Gloucestershire 5,230 136 42 633,558 21 

 
By examining population density, the location of major roads, and trip origins and destinations, this reveals that 
charging points should be prioritised in the urban areas of Gloucester, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury, and 
Cirencester. However, of close secondary priority should be to ensure that the more rural areas of Cotswold, 

                                                      

2 (data extracted from 2018 figures - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/all-vehicles-veh01) 

37,698 (13.6% of commuters) 
enter Gloucestershire 

39,670 ( 14.3% of commuters) 
leave Gloucestershire 

199,725 (72.1% of commuters) commute 
within Gloucestershire  
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Forest of Dean, and Stroud are also provided with ample charging infrastructure for the longer car journeys that 
are made from these locations to Gloucestershire’s urban centres. For instance, of the top five trip origins and 
destinations (Appendix XX) made in Gloucestershire with the car, most are in the Forest of Dean, with three of 
these trips made internally within the same census designated boundary (MSOA). 

The remainder of this chapter examines each district council in turn, including its commuting patterns, ULEV 
registration and provision, parking restrictions, and population data. 

4.2. Gloucester City 

Existing Provision in Gloucester City  
Despite being a relatively urban environment, most trips made in Gloucester City (~65%) are by car.   

Gloucester City is one of the more urban and densely populated areas of Gloucestershire. With a population of 
approximately 130,000, 333 ULEVs registered and 24 chargers, there is potential to expand the use and uptake 
of ULEVs in the city (see Table 4-2). 

Table 4-2 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Gloucester City  

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Gloucester 333 24 6 129,285 19 

Travel Patterns in Gloucester City and Potential for ULEV 
With many relatively short journeys being made by residents, there is scope to encourage ULEV charging at 
home. As with the rest of Gloucestershire, a large proportion of residents and workers in Gloucester both start 
and end their journeys in the same local authority (50.1%). Figure 4-3 shows large movements to other parts of 
Gloucestershire, particularly towards the north to Tewkesbury (12.0%) and east to Cheltenham (8.6%). 
However, these relatively short, local trips (10 miles to Tewkesbury and 9 miles to Cheltenham) emphasise the 
importance of prioritising ULEV charging for the residents making these shorter commuter trips in and between 
the urban areas, as opposed to the longer distance commuters into and out of the county.  
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Figure 4-3 - Gloucester City Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

Gloucester City Recommendations 

Priority locations for ULEV chargers in Gloucester City are informed by data on existing charging points, 
terraced housing stock, and current Traffic Regulation Orders (TRO) (see Figure 4-4). The TROs highlight 
parking restrictions that are currently in place around Gloucester, including the restricted waiting and loading 
zones such as along Bristol Road, London Road and Kingsholm Road into and out of the city centre. 

 

4,652 (7.9% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Gloucester 

29,407 (50.1%) commute within Gloucester  
7,053 (12.0%) commute to Tewkesbury 
5,057 (8.6%) commute to Cheltenham 
4,699 (8.0%) commute to Stroud 
1,054 (1.8%) commute to Forest of Dean 
948 (1.6%) commute to Cotswold 

5,864 (10.0% of commuters) enter 
Gloucester from outside of 
Gloucestershire 
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Figure 4-4 - Gloucester ULEV Network Considerations  

 

As outlined in the vision, the optimal locations for future charging points are in areas with high concentrations of 
terraced housing, where off street parking and garages are less common, and population density helps support 
the demand for the infrastructure’s provision. Likewise, concentrating on areas with fewer TRO restrictions 
allows for charging points to be placed more readily and with fewer barriers to implementation. Note that the 
specific location of each individual charging point will need to be examined based on the existing highway 
extent, energy implications, and overall construction site suitability. 
 

The following broad areas in Gloucester City have been identified as candidates for charging point prioritisation: 

• Gloucester city centre: including the south east around Barton, Tredworth, and Linden; 

• North of Gloucester city centre: including Kingsholm, Innsworth, and part of Longford; 

• Between Gloucester city centre and the M5: including Barton Street area, Parts of Wooton, Abbeydale, 
and Abbeymead Avenue; and 

• South of Gloucester city centre: including Stroud Road, Quedgeley, Lower Tuffley, Bristol Road, Field 
Court, and Severnvale Drive.    

 

Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft. (Licencing issues has delayed 
access). It’s intended that the Acorn Market segmentation data, will provide additional 
information to help target affordability and acceptability criterion. 
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4.3. Cheltenham Borough 

Existing Provision in Cheltenham Borough  
As with Gloucester City, Cheltenham Borough is one of the more urban and densely populated areas of 
Gloucestershire. However, despite this urban environment, most trips made in Cheltenham Borough are still by 
car (57%).   

Cheltenham Borough has a population of approximately 117,000 people with 323 ULEVs registered and 26 
publicly available chargers, 3 of which are rapid chargers (see Table 4-3). 

Table 4-3 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Cheltenham Borough 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Cheltenham  323 26 3 117,090 22 

Travel Patterns in Cheltenham Borough and Potential for ULEV 
As typical for Gloucestershire, the largest proportion of residents and workers in Cheltenham both start and end 
their journeys within the same local authority (53.3%).  Figure 4-5 illustrates the other large movements to other 
local authorities around Gloucestershire, including towards the north to Tewkesbury (11.4%) and west to 
Gloucester (8.1%). However, these relatively short, local trips (10 miles to Tewkesbury and 9 miles to 
Gloucester) emphasise the importance of prioritising ULEV charging for residents making these shorter 
commuter trips around the urban areas, as a typical electric vehicle has a charge range of over 200 miles. 

Figure 4-5 – Cheltenham Borough Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

5,555 (10.0% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Cheltenham 

 

29,462 (53.3%) commute within Cheltenham 
6,313 (11.4%) commute to Tewkesbury 
4,454 (8.1%) commute to Gloucester 
1,768 (3.2%) commute to Cotswold 
1,191 (2.2%) commute to Stroud 
311 (0.6%) commute to Forest of Dean 

 

6,268 (11.3% of commuters) enter 
Cheltenham from outside of 
Gloucestershire  
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Cheltenham Borough Recommendations 

As outlined previously, the priority locations for ULEV chargers in Cheltenham are informed by data on existing 
charging points, terraced housing stock, and current TROs (see Figure 4-6).  

Figure 4-6 - Cheltenham ULEV Network Considerations  

 

Figure 4-6 shows that concentrations of terraced housing in Cheltenham is high in comparison with Gloucester 
City. Though by definition, there is more terraced housing in Cheltenham Town centre, it should be noted the 
Spa town characteristics of the buildings. As there are significant differences in the architecture, between 
homes in the Suffolks, Tivoli, Imperial Square and those in St Pauls. This makes differentiating areas based on 
these criteria alone challenging; meaning the availability of parking in each area should be carefully considered. 
The specific location of each individual charging point will need to be examined based on the existing highway 
extent, energy implications, and overall construction site suitability. 
 

The following broad areas in Cheltenham Borough have been identified as priority areas to consider for 
charging points: 

• Cheltenham town centre: including St. Luke’s, Montpellier, and Imperial Square; 

• North of Cheltenham town centre: including St Pauls, Pittville and All Saints; and 

South of Cheltenham town centre: including the Suffolk’s, Tivoli, Naunton and College areas. 
 

Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft. 
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4.4. Tewkesbury Borough 

Existing Provision in Tewkesbury Borough   
Tewkesbury Borough although larger than Gloucester City or Cheltenham Borough, is comprised of the market 
town of Tewkesbury and large villages of Ashchurch and Bishops Cleeve, along with smaller rural villages. It 
borders Gloucester City, Cheltenham Borough and Cotswold District, Malvern Hills District and Wychavon 
District.  

The majority of trips made in Tewkesbury Borough are by car (~70%).  Tewkesbury Borough has a similar 
number of ULEVs registered (327 vehicles) to Gloucester City and Cheltenham Borough, but a lower number of 
chargers per 100,000 people, with only 9 in the local authority area. It has approximately 92,000 residents and 
the majority of trips made in Tewkesbury Borough are by car (~70%).   

Table 4-4 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Tewkesbury Borough 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Tewkesbury 327 9 3 92,599 10 

Travel Patterns in Tewkesbury Borough and Potential for ULEV 
Unlike other areas of Gloucestershire, commuter trips are more evenly distributed across the region, as 
opposed to being concentrated within Tewkesbury itself. Whilst it still has the largest proportion of its trips 
starting and ending within Tewksbury (31.4%), it also has a large proportion of trips to nearby Cheltenham (9 
miles away and 20.2% of trips) as well as Gloucester (10 miles away and accounting for 13.3% of trips). 
Tewkesbury is relatively unique (along with Cotswold) as having a large proportion of its commuters coming 
from outside of Gloucestershire to work in Tewkesbury (18.7%). This is likely due to its long northern border 
which it shares with Malvern Hills District and Wychavon District. This means that the focus for ULEV charging 
infrastructure in Tewkesbury should still be for the shorter trip commuters, but special consideration should also 
be given for the destinations of these out-of-Gloucestershire commuters. 

Figure 4-7 – Tewkesbury Borough Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

4,436 (10.8% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Tewkesbury 

 

12,915 (31.4%) commute within Tewkesbury 
8,293 (20.2%) commute to Cheltenham 
5,457 (13.3%) commute to Gloucester 
946 (2.3%) commute to Stroud 
873 (2.1%) commute to Cotswold 
464 (1.1%) commute to Forest of Dean 

7,694 (18.7% of commuters) 
enter Tewkesbury from outside 
of Gloucestershire County 
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Tewkesbury Borough Recommendations 

The priority locations for ULEV chargers in Tewkesbury Borough are informed by data on existing charging 
points, terraced housing stock, and current TROs (see Figure 4-8). As Tewkesbury Borough includes large 
rural area, there are much less TROs than in urban areas like Cheltenham and Gloucester, and thereby much 
less restrictions for the locations of future charging points. Therefore, the review of potential locations for 
Tewkesbury Borough focuses on Tewkesbury, Ashchurch and Bishops Cleeve.  

Figure 4-8 - Tewkesbury ULEV Network Considerations  

 

Figure 4-8 shows that there is a lower concentration of terraced housing stock in the Tewkesbury area, 
however there are a few areas such as Northway (near Ashchurch) and Bishop’s Cleeve to the south which 
have some greater concentrations of terraced housing. The trip origin and destination data highlights the high 
levels of out commuting from elsewhere in Gloucestershire to Tewkesbury Borough. This means that the 
offices, factories, and retail parks in Tewkesbury Borough should also be prioritised along with residential 
locations to provide charging options for these longer distance commuters. Note that the specific location of 
each individual charging point will need to be examined based on the existing highway extent, energy 
implications, and overall construction site suitability. 
The following broad areas in Tewkesbury Borough have been identified as priority areas to consider for 
charging points: 

• Tewkesbury town centre: including along the A436, Oldbury Road, East Street, Chance 
Street/Cotteswold Road; 

• North-East of Tewkesbury town centre: including along Northway Lane, Grange Road, Winchcombe and 
Newtown; 

• South Tewkesbury: including along the A48, A435, Walton Cardiff, and east Bishop’s Cleeve. 

 
Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft.  
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4.5. Stroud District 

Existing Provision in Stroud District  
Stroud District has similar characteristics to Tewkesbury Borough, comprising a town at Stroud and large rural 
areas with smaller villages. Stroud District has one of the largest provisions of charging and ULEV adoption 
rates in Gloucestershire, with a population of about 120,000 and 556 ULEVs registered, and 35 chargers, of 
which 25 are considered to be rapid chargers. 

Table 4-5 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Stroud District 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Stroud 556 35 25 119,019 29 

Travel Patterns in Stroud District and Potential for ULEV 
Stroud District is a typical local authority in Gloucestershire with the majority of its trips both starting and ending 
their journeys in the same local authority (54.1%). Figure 4-9 shows that other large movements exist between 
Stroud and adjacent Gloucester City (11.1%). However, Stroud District also has a large amount of its 
commuters leaving Gloucestershire (17.2%) this likely due to its proximity to Bristol, Bath, and Swindon. The 
shorter commuter trips to Gloucester highlight the importance of catering for local residents. For residents 
leaving the local authority for work, as they will need to have charging points located near their homes to 
ensure their vehicles are fully charged for the longer journeys.  
 

Figure 4-9 – Stroud District Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

8,479 (17.2% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Stroud 

 

23,998 (54.1%) commute within Stroud 
5,492 (11.1%) commute to Gloucester 
2,334 (4.7%) commute to Cotswold 
1,947 (3.9%) commute to Cheltenham 
1,791 (3.6%) commute to Tewkesbury 
283 (0.6%) commute to Forest of Dean 

4,981 (10.1% of commuters) enter 
Stroud from outside of Gloucestershire  
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Stroud District Recommendations 

The priority locations for ULEV chargers in Stroud District have been informed by existing data on charging 
points, terraced housing stock, and current TROs (see Figure 4-8). Stroud District, like Tewkesbury Borough, 
has a town, Stroud, surrounded by a rural area with villages, resulting in fewer TROs than in areas like 
Gloucester. As such, there are fewer restrictions on the locations of future charging points. 

Figure 4-10 - Stroud ULEV Network Considerations  

 

Figure 4-10Figure 4-6 shows that there are a few locations outside of Stroud town centre that have a high 
concentration of terraced housing stock and these are fairly dispersed across the district. Additionally, there are 
a limited number of TROs outside of the urban areas, meaning that on street and off-street charging provision 
in these locations should be relatively achievable with few barriers. Note that the specific location of each 
individual charging point will need to be examined based on the existing highway extent, energy implications, 
and overall construction site suitability. 
 

The following broad areas in Stroud District have been identified as priority areas to consider for charging 
points: 

• Stroud town centre: including Lansdown, Cashes Green, Pagan Hill, Kingscourt and Callowell; 

• East of Stroud: including along the A419, Eastcombe, Bussage, Brownshill, and Chalford Hill; 

• West of Stroud towards the M5: including along the A419/Bristol Road, Gloucester Road, Stonehouse, 
and the industrial park at Oldends Lane; and 

• South Stroud District: including along the A46, Nailsworth and Watledge. 
 

Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft.  
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4.6. Cotswold District 

Existing Provision in Cotswold District  
Cotswold District differs to Gloucester City and Cheltenham Borough, with Cirencester as a market town, 
surrounded by rural areas and villages.  Overall Cotswold District is more sparsely populated area than 
compared with Gloucester City or Cheltenham Borough, with approximately 90,000 residents. However, as with 
Stroud, it has a greater ratio of ULEVs registered with 668 vehicles, with 33 chargers spread throughout the 
local authority.  

Table 4-6 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Cotswold District 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Cotswold 668 33 4 89,022 37 

Travel Patterns in Cotswold District and Potential for ULEV 
Like all the other local authorities in Gloucestershire, Cotswold District is typical in having its largest proportion 
commuting trips both starting and ending their journeys in the same local authority (41.2%). However, Error! 
Reference source not found. shows that Cotswold is quite different to the other local authorities, with very few 
commuting trips made to other areas in Gloucestershire, and relatively high proportions coming in to (24.0%) 
and leaving out from (24.4%) Gloucestershire. This could be because Cotswold has a very large border with 
areas outside of Gloucestershire and is relatively close to Bristol, Oxford, and Swindon.   

Figure 4-11 – Cotswold District Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

9,587 (24.4% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Cotswold 

 

16,211 (41.2%) commute within Cotswold 
1,487 (3.8%) commute to Cheltenham 
957 (2.4%) commute to Stroud 
796 (2.0%) commute to Gloucester  
687 (1.7%) commute to Tewkesbury 
147 (0.4%) commute to Forest of Dean 

 

9,443 (24.0% of commuters) enter 
Cotswold from outside of 
Gloucestershire 
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Cotswold District Recommendations 

Priority locations for ULEV chargers in Cotswold District are informed by data on existing charging points, 
terraced housing stock, and current TROs Like Stroud District and Tewkesbury Borough. Cotswold District is 
more urban at Cirencester, a market town, and also covers a large rural area, with fewer TROs. As such, there 
are much less restrictions on the locations of future charging points outside of Cirencester.  Therefore Figure 4-
12 focuses on the Cirencester area.  

Figure 4-12 – Cotswold District ULEV Network Consideration  

 

This shows that there are a very few locations inside Cirencester town centre that have a high concentration of 
terraced housing stock. Additionally, throughout the wider district, terraced housing is limited and dispersed 
across the district such as at Tetbury or the Cotswold Hills. Additionally, there are a limited number of TROs 
outside of Cirencester, meaning that on street and off-street charging provision in these locations should be 
relatively achievable with few barriers. Note that the specific location of each individual charging point will need 
to be examined based on the existing highway extent, energy implications, and overall construction site 
suitability. 
 

The following broad areas in Stroud District have been identified as priority areas to consider for charging 
points: 

• Cirencester town centre: including along Bristol Road, Lewis Lane, Buford Road, and at Querns Lane, 
Love Lane Industrial Estate, as well as the Royal Agricultural University and Cirencester College; 

• North Cotswold: including along the A429, and at Northleach, Moreton-in-Marsh, Stow-on-the-Wold, and 
Bourton-on-the-Water 

• South Cotswold: including along the A419, A429, A433 and at Cotswold Airport and Tetbury 

 

Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft.  
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4.7. Forest of Dean  

Existing Provision in Forest of Dean  
The Forest of Dean differs from most of the other districts in Gloucestershire by being a relatively large and 
predominantly rural area. The Forest of Dean is less densely populated and has approximately 86,500 
residents. Additionally, the Forest of Dean has a relatively high number ULEVs registered with 3,022 vehicles, 
approximately 68% of all the ULEVs in Gloucestershire. However, this is likely the result of a company’s entire 
national fleet being registered in the Forest of Dean, as evidenced in veh0132 table3. The number of ULEV 
vehicles in Q1 2019 in Gloucester (3125) and Forest of Dean (217), transferred in Q2 2019, to 2998 and 394 in 
the Forest of Dean and Gloucester respectively.   

 

Table 4-7 – Existing Charging Infrastructure and Key Statistics in Forest of Dean 

Location 

 

ULEVs 
Registered 

Number of 
Chargers 

Number of 
Rapid 
Chargers 

Population Chargers per 
100,000 

Forest of Dean 3,022 9 1 86,543 10 

Travel Patterns in Forest of Dean and Potential for ULEV 
As with the rest of Gloucestershire, the largest proportion of residents and workers in Forest of Dean both start 
and end their journeys in the same local authority (46.1%).  Figure 4-13 shows that there are other large 
movements to other parts of Gloucestershire, particularly towards the east to Gloucester (12.1%). The Forest of 
Dean also has high proportions commuting into (10.3%) and out of (20.9%) Gloucestershire, likely due to the 
proximity to Bristol, Cardiff, and its border with Monmouthshire. 

                                                      

3 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/all-vehicles-veh01 
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Figure 4-13 – Forest of Dean Commuting Patterns (2011 Census) 

 

Forest of Dean Recommendations 

Priority locations for ULEV chargers in Cotswold District are informed by data on existing charging points, 
terraced housing stock, and current TROs. Similar to Stroud, Tewkesbury, and Cotswold, the Forest of Dean is 
relatively rural apart from the towns of Lydney, Cinderford and Coleford. There are fewer TROs and restrictions 
on the placement of future charging points outside of these towns (see Figure 4-14). 

6,961 (20.9% of commuters) leave 
Gloucestershire from Forest of Dean 

 

15,379 (46.1%) commute within Forest of Dean 
4,036 (12.1%) commute to Gloucester  
1,646 (4.9%) commute to Tewkesbury 
1,073 (3.2%) commute to Cheltenham 
467 (1.4%) commute to Stroud 
329 (1.0%) commute to Cotswold 

 

3,448 (10.3% of commuters) enter 
Forest of Dean from outside of 
Gloucestershire 
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Figure 4-14 – Forest of Dean ULEV Network Consideration 

 

This shows that there are a very few locations around Forest of Dean that have a high concentration of terraced 
housing stock. Additionally, there are a limited number of TROs outside of the towns of Lydney, Cinderford and 
Coleford, meaning that on street and off-street charging provision in these locations should be relatively 
achievable with few barriers. Note that the specific location of each individual charging point will need to be 
examined based on the existing highway extent, energy implications, and overall construction site suitability. 
 

The following broad areas in Stroud District have been identified as priority areas to consider for charging 
points: 

• Lydney: including along Highfield Road, Naas Lane, Templeway, and at Lydney Harbour Estate; 

• Cinderford: including along Church Road/Comercial Street, the A4151, SA429, and at Steam Mills, 
Denecroft, Buckshaft, and Forest Vale Industrial Estate  

• North and West Forest of Dean: including along the B4228, B4226 

• Coleford: including Coalway, Broadwell, Sling, Mitcheldean, and Newent 

• South Forest of Dean: including along the A48, Beachley/Coleford Road and at Chepstow. 

 
Please note: ACORN DATA will follow in second draft.   
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5. Proposals for a ULEV Network  
Now that we understand the existing situation of ULEV charging infrastructure across Gloucestershire, we need 
to identify the types of locations that will be prioritised for investment in ULEV charging infrastructure, based on 
existing gaps and potential usage.  

The matrix in Table 5-1 sets out the types of locations where charging infrastructure could be located and the 
type of vehicle that would use it, based on whether it is at the beginning point of a journey (the origin) or at the 
end point of a journey (destination). Table 5-1 outlines ULEV Origin: Destination types: ‘✓’ denotes the origin 
location and a ‘✓’ denotes the destination location. 

Table 5-1 - ULEV Origin: Destination Types Matrix  

Location Type User Type 

Private Car Clubs 
/ Shared-
use 

Taxis Buses Fleet Freight Active 
Modes 

 Residential ✓  ✓    ✓✓ 

 Workplace ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓✓ 

 Leisure ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓✓ 

 Retail ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓✓ 

 Hospitals ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓✓ 

 On-street ✓ ✓ ✓✓    ✓✓ 

 Loading Bays      ✓  

 Parcel Drop-off Points      ✓  

 Transport Hubs (general)  ✓✓ ✓ ✓   ✓✓ 

 Transport Hubs (community 
transport) 

      ✓✓ 

 Park & Ride (P&R) Sites ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓✓ 

 Service Stations ✓ ✓ ✓     

 Taxi Ranks   ✓     

 Depots (Bus and Freight)    ✓✓  ✓✓  

 Bus Stops    ✓    

 Rail Stations ✓ ✓✓     ✓✓ 

 Distribution Hubs      ✓✓  

 
 

Table 5-2 provides an indication of the current state of the chargepoint industry. 

Table 5-2 – Types of Charging Options 

Charger Type Kilowatt 
(kW) 

Approx. 
charge time 

Approx. 
charge cost 

Charge 
connector types 

Travel type 
Suitability 

Typical 
charge-point 
locations 

Ultra-Fast  

(Tesla Super 
Charger) 

120 kW 

 

Up to 1 
hour and 23 
minutes 

Up to £122 Tesla proprietary 
plug 

Long 
distance non-
commercial 
travel 

Motorway 
service 
stations 

Rapid DC Up to 50 kW  £12.53 • CHAdeMo 
50kW DC; 

Long 
distance 
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Charger Type Kilowatt 
(kW) 

Approx. 
charge time 

Approx. 
charge cost 

Charge 
connector types 

Travel type 
Suitability 

Typical 
charge-point 
locations 

30 to 40 
minutes 

• CCS 50kW 
DC; 

• Tesla Type 2 
120kW DC 

travel and 
commercial 
vehicles e.g. 
taxis 

Rapid AC Up to 43 kW • Type 2 43kW 
AC 

Standard / 
Fast 

7 kW to 22 
kW 

3 to 5 hours £10.74 • Type 2 7-
22kW AC; 

• Type 1 7kW 
AC; 

• Commando 
7-22kW AC 

Short to 
medium 
distance trips 

Publicly 
accessible 
areas e.g. 
supermarket 
car parks 

Trickle / Slow 3 kW 7 to 8 hours £5.01 • 3-pin 3kW 
AC; 

• Type 1 3kW 
AC; 

• Type 2 3kW 
AC; 

• Commando 
3kW AC 

Short 
distance, 
local trips 
e.g. to the 
shops 

On-street 
lamp post 
charging 

 

Figure 5-1 displays the average travel time in minutes by district to different public facilities in Gloucestershire 
using Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) data. 

 

Figure 5-1 - Average Travel Times to Key Public Facilities 
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6. Assessment Criteria  
The previous section identified the priorities for the strategic ULEV charging network. The graphic in Figure 6-1 
provides focused guidance on selecting sites for ULEV charging infrastructure. 

 

Figure 6-1 - Assessment Criteria 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1) The type of charger required and supporting infrastructure 

• For example, if a rapid charger are there refreshments, toilets etc nearby whilst the vehicle is being charged?

2) Proximity to statuatory utitliies 

• Including impact on electricity supply / opportunities for renewables.

3) Cost of implimenting charge points

4) Safety and security of the site

• For example, is the site overlooked? Will there be any trailing cables?

5) Impact on parking 

6) Proximity to key routes, destinations and existing charge points

• For example, impact on overall parking capacity and accessbility of site by all modes, and does it impact other TROs?

• Prioritised in previous section.

• For example. cost of implimenting charge points, who pays for electircity and who maintains
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7. Potential funding sources 

7.1. Overview  
This section provides a context of funding sources available as of February 2020. It is pertinent to note that 
funding sources will continue to change as the ULEV industry develops. 

7.2. OLEV Homecharge Scheme 
Since November 2016, vehicle dealerships and manufacturers can receive a grant of up to £3,500 towards the 
cost of a new ultra-low emission vehicle; the grant is included in the vehicle’s price at the point of sale therefore 
individuals do not need to apply to the scheme at any point. 

7.3. Workplace Charging Scheme 
Since November 2016, businesses, charities and public sector organisations have been able to apply to the 
Workplace Charging Scheme; a voucher-based scheme to help contribute up to £500 to the up-front costs of 
purchasing and installing electric vehicle chargepoints for the workplace. 

7.4. On-Street Residential Chargepoint Scheme (ORCS)  
From December 2016, Local Authorities have been able to apply to the ORCS for funding to contribute to 75% 
of the capital costs of procuring and installing residential on-street chargepoints and associated dedicated 
parking bays. OLEV allocated £1.5 million for 2017/18 and £4.5 million for 2018/19 and 2019/20. 

7.5. Chargepoint Infrastructure Investment Fund (CIIF) 
Since November 2017, up to £200 million of Government investment, matched by the private sector, has been 
contributed to the CIIF. The purpose of the fund is to support faster expansion of public chargepoints, and the 
fund is due to end in March 2030. 

7.6. All-Electric Bus Town 
In February 2020, the DfT called for expressions of interest from Local Authorities for a two-stage competition 
under the ‘A Better Deal for Bus Users’. A part of this, a total of £50 million in funding for the ‘All-electric Bus 
Town’ was made available for towns or cities in order to assist with the replacement of bus fleets to fully electr ic 
or zero-emission vehicles. Deadlines for expressions of interest - 30 April 2020. 

7.7. Local Growth Fund (LGF) 
The LGF gives Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) control over the prioritisation of funding awarded through 
Growth Deals – both for transport vs. other areas. The mechanism for distribution of funds varies between LEPs, 
but typically involves Transport Authorities applying to the LEP for funding, supported by a business case. 
Funding allocations to LEPs have been already been made for the duration of the current period to 2020/21 
however, further funding could be allocated for future years. 

7.8. Local transport funding and other local funding 
Many of the national funding sources will require local match funding. As such, local transport fund allocations 
could be set aside to support the delivery of ULEV charging infrastructure. In addition, many of the national 
funding sources are capital funding, meaning the revenue based promotional and engagement measures 
required to encourage ULEV uptake are often not funded. Therefore, local funds could be used for this, not only 
from transport budgets, but across multiple departments that have a collective aim to reduce carbon emissions. 

GCC has agreed a £470,000 electric vehicle infrastructure budget, and a further £1 million for the climate 
change and air quality action fund to be available in 2020/21. 
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8. Actions 

8.1. Overview  
ULEV strategies from around the UK have been reviewed to investigate approaches and innovations that have 
been taken to enable ULEV uptake. The actions proposed are a mix of tried and tested measures from 
elsewhere as well as new innovations to test in Gloucestershire. GCC is not in control or has responsibility of all 
aspects of the actions proposed, as many may have to be or can be better led by third party organisations. As 
such, we have set out the actions and how GCC can: 

• Lead an initiative or action, with the capability of controlling all elements; 

• Enable an initiative or action to be carried out, either by GCC or others; 

• Explore new innovations, with GCC testing new approaches or ideas; 

• Partner with other organisations for the delivery of initiatives or actions, where GCC does not have control 
over some elements, such as land ownership. 

 

8.2. Infrastructure 

ACTION 1: We will enable the expansion of Gloucestershire’s ULEV charging 
network. 
Using the ULEV Origin: Destination Types Matrix in Table 5-1, we can prioritise where to expand the ULEV 
charging network in order to be most beneficial to our citizens and visitors. In the car parks that GCC operate, 
we can install charge points that are in convenient and accessible positions. It is important to note that in GCC 
car parks where parking fees operate, the fee will still apply to ULEV charging spaces, as parking fees are a 
demand management measure that can help to reduce congestion. 

Note that many car parks are operated by the district councils or privately. In car parks that are not operated by 
GCC, we will approach the operator to discuss opportunities for installing charge points to broaden the charging 
network across the County. We could seek to incentivise this through grants or signposting to funding sources. 

There will be a requirement for on street charge points, particularly in residential locations that have no off-
street parking provision. Charging infrastructure can be installed on the footway, although it must not impinge 
on the movement of pedestrians or generate any safety or accessibility issues. Charging infrastructure must be 
located as close to the on-street parking bay as possible in order to prevent any trip hazards caused trailing 
cables. A traffic regulation order (TRO) may be required in some locations to designate the use of the bay to 
ULEVs to ensure that they are kept free for ULEV charging. 

Opportunities for multi-modal trips can be increased through the installation of ULEV charging infrastructure at 
interchange points. Rail and bus stations and P&R sites through the County could become multi-modal 
interchanges through the provision of ULEV charging points and the potential for micromobility options (covered 
in Action 8), which can encourage those who make entire journeys by car to break their journey into sustainable 
multi-modal stages. 

8.3. Funding 

ACTION 2: We will lead on seeking opportunities to increase uptake of ULEVs with 
neutral revenue implications to GCC through bidding to Central Government funding 
sources and generating income through charging points.   
Funding ULEV charging infrastructure is costly. Now that we have set out our priorities for the ULEV charging 
infrastructure in this document, we will apply for various funding opportunities as outlined in the potential 
funding sources section. 

Ongoing maintenance and operation of charging infrastructure will need consideration; therefore, we will 
identify options to ensure revenue implications to GCC are affordable. This could be by having a third-party 
operator or consider pricing options to generate income to cover maintenance and operation costs.  
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Also, from April 2020, UK employees will be eligible to a reduced benefit-in-kind tax on fully-electric company 
cars used for private-use. 

8.4. Policy and Governance 

ACTION 3: We will enable new development to install active or futureproofed passive 
charging infrastructure by working with Local Planning Authorities to condition 
provision through the planning process. 
We will work with the Local Planning Authorities that determine planning applications across Gloucestershire to 
ensure that new developments of all use classes consider ULEV charging infrastructure as part of the parking 
provision. Where new estate roads are proposed, we will work with the Local Planning Authorities and 
developers to ensure that sites are futureproofed by installing passive charging infrastructure with utilities to 
prevent having to dig up newly constructed roads to install future charge points.  

Central Government is currently analysing consultation responses on a proposal to alter building regulations for 
new residential and non-residential buildings to include ULEV charging infrastructure and for existing non-
residential buildings to introduce ULEV charging infrastructure. 

ACTION 4: We will lead on contributing towards the increase in the use of ULEVs in 
Gloucestershire by seeking opportunities to switch GCC fleet of operational vehicles 
and pool cars to ULEV and providing incentives to GCC employees to switch their 
own vehicles to ULEVs. 
Working with facilities and fleet management colleagues, we will maximise all opportunities to switch the fleet of 
pool and operational vehicles to ULEV to lead by example.  

Awareness of the presence of ULEVs in Gloucestershire can be maximised by innovative branding of the GCC 
fleet. There have been several successful tourist trails around the South West of the UK that provide a 
scorecard and ‘spotters guide’ for the trails (e.g. Gromit statues in Bristol). Each GCC fleet ULEV could be 
painted in a different way, and a scorecard produced and distributed to tourist attractions and public buildings to 
encourage citizens and visitors to look out for the GCC fleet vehicles, raising awareness of the switch to 
ULEVs. 

As mentioned in Action 2, employees will have the opportunity to apply for salary sacrifice schemes to fund the 
cost of a ULEV. 

ACTION 5: We will explore opportunities to meet our vision by ensuring that ULEV 
uptake is incorporated into policies across GCC and that responsibility for delivery is 
multi-disciplinary. 
This involves setting up a multi-disciplinary delivery group to take ownership of these actions to achieve the 
vision. The responsibility of increasing ULEV uptake cuts across several disciplines. Therefore, delivery needs 
to be well co-ordinated so that actions are not missed if they are assumed to be being delivered by another 
department. 

The delivery group should include as a minimum representation from procurement, energy, transport planning, 
urban design and development management teams. Any policy and strategy documents that these teams 
produce, and wider as identified internally, should then seek to support the uptake of ULEVs with their various 
approaches. 

8.5. Public Transport 

ACTION 6: We will partner with public transport operators to identify funding 
opportunities to convert bus fleets to ULEVs. 
This involves working closely with public transport operators in Gloucestershire to jointly identify funding 
opportunities that can be mutually beneficial and help achieve the overall vision. There have been funding 
opportunities from Central Government to upgrade bus fleets across the UK to ULEVs and these are set to 
continue in the bid to reduce carbon emissions. 
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8.6. Taxis and Rail 

ACTION 7: We will partner with taxi operators to encourage switches to ULEV by 
offering business grants and other funding opportunities and improving coverage of 
charging infrastructure at taxi ranks.  We will partner with Rail and Bus Station 
operators to implement charging points for car, taxis and buses. 
Similar to buses, Central Government has released funding opportunities to upgrade taxis to ULEV. We will 
seek to partner with taxi operators and private hire companies to seek mutually beneficial opportunities to help 
meet the vision.  

As part of this action, the positioning of ULEV charging infrastructure is key to encourage taxi drivers to make a 
switch to ULEVs. This includes providing charging points at taxi ranks and key destinations (such as bus or 
train stations), as well as considering the provision of charge points at residences of taxi drivers. 

8.7. E-bikes and Micromobility 

ACTION 8: We will explore opportunities to offer grants or loans to businesses and 
citizens for e-bike purchases and explore opportunities for shared use of e-cargo 
bikes or other micromobility options. 
Using funding sought through Action 2, we will seek to offer grants or loans to local businesses and citizens 
towards the purchase of electric bikes. Electric bikes open up the opportunity for journeys to be made by bike 
that would otherwise be made by other modes, given the reduced amount of effort required compared to 
unpowered cycling. This means that hills can be better negotiated, and longer journeys can be made, and it 
allows citizens who would find unpowered cycling difficult to try out cycling in a less-intensive way. 

E-cargo bikes are becoming more common place in urban environments, replacing short van trips. We will 
investigate the use of grants for businesses to purchase e-cargo bikes to reduce the number of trips made by 
ICE vans in urban areas.  

Linking with Action 1, we will also investigate the opportunity for loan e-cargo bikes to be positioned at transport 
interchange points to allow multi-modal trips to be made by electric modes in place of cars or vans. 

8.8. Engagement 

ACTION 9: We will enable businesses to encourage ULEV uptake among their 
employees by offering grants to install charge points at workplaces and identifying 
ULEV champions. 
We will work with businesses in Gloucestershire to identify mutually beneficial funding opportunities to install 
ULEV charge points. As part of our engagement with businesses we will identify ULEV champions (similar to 
Bicycle User Groups) to promote the benefits of switching to ULEV amongst their colleagues. We can provide 
champions with relevant information on charge point locations and funding opportunities to help promote the 
use of ULEVs.  

ACTION 10: We will explore opportunities for car club providers to make a switch to 
ULEVs and providing charging infrastructure in car club bays. 
Shared car clubs are yet to be commonplace in Gloucestershire, however as part of our sustainable transport 
offer, we will explore the opportunities to introduce shared car clubs to the County. If we seek to introduce this, 
we will partner with car club operators to encourage ULEVs to be provided, to allow citizens to experience the 
use of ULEV vehicles. 

Car club vehicles can be placed at transport interchange points such as bus and train stations to allow multi-
modal trips to be made without having to rely on an ICE car.  
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ACTION 11: We will lead on raising awareness of ULEVs in Gloucestershire by 
incorporating information on ULEVs and the charging network into our travel 
information documents, engagement materials and on our website. 
The ThinkTravel.info website contains all travel information for Gloucestershire. We will ensure that all 
information regarding ULEV charge point locations, development in new charging infrastructure and information 
on available funding sources is positioned on this website. This will demonstrate that ULEVs form a strong part 
of our sustainable transport offer in one place.  

8.9. Future Innovation 

ACTION 12: We will explore innovative approaches that will help us achieve our 
vision for ULEV uptake and be aware of changes available to the market that we can 
promote. 
With constantly evolving technologies that enable cleaner fuels to be used for transport, we will ensure we 
maintain our awareness of the changes and innovations in this field. We will then promote any changes that will 
benefit us and our citizens to meet the vision through our policies and communications. 

ACTION 13: We will explore and seek to partner with organisations that are 
advancing technology in renewable energy sources and grid balancing to ensure the 
impact of increasing the ULEV charging network is sustainable.  
Due to increases in demand on the electricity grid as a result of charging vehicles, we will investigate innovative 
approaches to balance the grid. We will also investigate opportunities to maximise the use of renewable 
sources of energy to power charging infrastructure.  
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9. Implementation plan  
Table 9-1 summarises each action, the role of GCC in delivering the action, how success will be achieved and 
the likely timescales for implementation. Timescales are presented at short, medium and long term, with short 
being within 2 years, medium being within 2-5 years and long being over 5 years to implement. 

With regards to how each action is to be funded, the most appropriate potential funding sources outlined in 
Section 7 will be investigated, although many actions will seek a combination of many of the sources. 

 

Table 9-1 - Implementation Plan Actions 

Action GCC role Success criteria Timescales for 
implementation 

Expand charging network Enable Increased number of ULEV 
charge points across 
Gloucestershire 

Medium-Long 

Seek funding opportunities Lead Priorities for ULEVs funded Short 

Condition charging infrastructure 
in new developments 

Enable All new developments built 
with charging infrastructure 

Short 

GCC fleet switch to ULEVs and 
encourage staff to switch 

Lead ULEV fleet and staff take 
up of salary sacrifice 
opportunities 

Medium 

Multi-disciplinary delivery 
approach 

Explore Delivery team set up and 
delivering actions to meet 
vision 

Short 

Partner with public transport 
operators to switch to ULEV 

Partner More ULEV buses in 
Gloucestershire 

Medium-Long 

Partner with taxi drivers to 
switch to ULEV, including 
infrastructure at rail and bus 
stations 

Partner More ULEV taxis in 
Gloucestershire; along with 
more infrastructure in rail 
and bus stations 

Medium-Long 

Enable take up of e-bikes Explore Provision of loan e-bikes 
and e-cargo bikes and 
grants for businesses and 
citizens 

Medium 

Business grants and ULEV 
champions 

Enable  Businesses able to install 
charging infrastructure 

Medium 

Explore ULEV shared car clubs Explore Provision of shared ULEVs 
in Gloucestershire, leading 
to reduction in ICE use 

Medium-Long 

Raising awareness of ULEVs 
through website 

Lead Increased awareness of 
ULEVs, leading to 
increased switches to 
ULEV from ICE 

Short 

Explore innovative approaches Explore At the forefront of installing 
new technology 

On going 

Explore grid balancing and 
renewables 

Explore and 
Partner 

At the forefront of 
technology advances 

Long 
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10. Monitoring 
The GCC ULEV Strategy will be reviewed in three years. This gives the opportunity to report progress on the 

actions set out in this document and assess the situation for ULEVs in what is an ever evolving area of mobility 

with innovative technologies constantly being introduced.  A more detailed monitoring and evaluation plan will 

be developed.  

Although progress will be reported on each of the actions, we will monitor the following data on an annual basis 

to identify trends: 

• Number and percentage of ULEV registrations in Gloucestershire; 

• Number of operational ULEV charge points, including origin and destination type, and type of charger;  

• User feedback; and 

• Air quality data. 
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Appendix A.  

A.1. Letter to GCC from the SoS for Transport (dated October 2019) 
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Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Report Title: Biodiversity Task Group – Draft Information Leaflet

Meeting Date: 4th March 2020

Chairman: Councillor Rob Bird

Presenting Officer: Kathryn Haworth

Purpose of Report: For information

Planned Dates

Background 
documents:

n/a

Appendices

Recommendations To note the report
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1. Background

1.1 In June 2018 a motion was unanimously carried at Gloucestershire County 
Council’s (GCC) Full Council meeting to set up a working group to look at protecting 
and encouraging biodiversity in Gloucestershire.  The task group met four times 
between October 2018 and April 2019, which included hosting a public workshop to 
explore biodiversity on road verges in Gloucestershire with other local authorities 
and ecological groups.

1.2 The recommendations of the biodiversity task group were presented to Environment 
Scrutiny Committee in November 2019 and it was requested the feedback was 
provided at the next opportunity on Recommendation 8.

1.3 Recommendation 8 was to encourage better engagement with parish/town councils 
regarding the delegation of verge management and awareness of biodiversity.  As 
part of this a suitable information sheet for parish/town councils was produced which 
incorporates biodiversity conservation, Plantlife and GCC guidance, safety 
guidance, litter picking, weed control etc.

2. Summary and Recommendation

2.1 The draft information leaflet is provided as part of this report for information.  Any 
feedback from the Committee is welcomed prior to the wider circulation of the leaflet 
to parish/town councils.
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Information and Advisory Note for Parish and Town Councils

Biodiversity and Verges

Why are road side verges important?

Gloucestershire’s road side verges sometimes support remnants of old meadows and be 
bounded by species-rich hedgerows or mature trees. Verges can be refuges for wildlife and 
can act as corridors connecting species and habitats across the county.

A selection of the most important sites for biodiversity has been identified by the 
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust working in partnership with Gloucestershire County Council 
(GCC). These locations may be marked by road studs in the highway and are called 
‘Conservation Road Verges’ (CRVs). An up to date register of these CRVs is available at 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-
manuals/biodiversity-and-highways/. 
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Safety

Maintaining the safety of road users and the fabric of the road are of paramount importance. 
Part of this involves cutting verge or overhanging vegetation so as to maintain visibility 
particularly at junctions and on bends. Cutting is also sometimes needed to create refuges 
for pedestrians, keep road signs visible or to maintain drainage (e.g. grips). However despite 
these activities there are often opportunities to conserve and enhance biodiversity as part of 
verge management.

Who manages road side verges?

Highways England maintains verges next to motorways and trunk roads (i.e. strategic routes 
such as the M5, M50, A419/A417). GCC looks after other verges that are not privately 
owned. The latter can be found next to some minor roads in rural areas. As a general rule, 
hedges, trees growing in the hedgerow, and the ditches in front of them, are owned by the 
adjoining landowner. They are seldom the County Council's responsibility. 

Even if a verge is not owned by GCC the management of vegetation management is still a 
matter of concern. GCC as highways authority has powers to make sure verges next to 
roads are managed in a way that they do not pose a safety issue for road users or a risk to a 
road’s structure or its function.

Many parish councils undertake verge cutting within villages under delegated schemes 
offered by the highway authority. For parishes that wish to maintain verges instead of the 
highways authority then an agreement can often be arranged with GCC. This usually 
includes a calculated commuted sum equivalent to the amount GCC would normally spend 
on cutting grass verges in the parish. Further details of such agreements can be obtained 
from your Local Highways Manager.

How can road side verges be best managed for biodiversity?

GCC is now, through its highway authority role, seeking to improve the biodiversity value of 
verges. Hopefully parish and town councils, who also have a statutory duty to conserve 
biodiversity, might be able to assist GCC where they can. GCC has a useful highways and 
biodiversity guidance document which can be found at 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-
manuals/biodiversity-and-highways/ . The guidance is of use to all councils as well as utility 
companies and developers whose actions may impact on verges. It sets out how to protect 
biodiversity associated with highways (not just verges) including what opportunities might 
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exist to enhance wildlife. In respect of managing grass verges the guidance closely follows 
the approach advocated by the charity Plantlife nationally (technical guidance on their 
website).

The general methods to conserve and enhance biodiversity on verges are:

 Annual mowing ideally in August / September or autumn /winter if conditions 
acceptable

 NO cutting between April and July except for safety cuts or to control coarse grasses 
for a time so as to eventually restore species diversity

 Collect cuttings if possible and place in a sacrificial area or take away for green 
recycling including use as compost or if arrangements exist a biofuel

 Vary cutting height and frequency to create different zones or sections to benefit a 
larger range of species including invertebrates

 Keep a record of management and let other councils and people know

Trees

Trees can have an amenity, landscape and biodiversity value depending on location, 
numbers, species and growth form. The County Council generally owns only those trees that 
have been planted or have established themselves within the highway limits, otherwise most 
trees belong to the adjacent landowner. This means tree management is not often carried 
out by GCC as highways authority. Trees will normally be retained if they are not causing a 
risk to the road structure or a potential hazard to road users. 

GCC’s highways guidance provides information on how to maintain the biodiversity value of 
trees and adjoining hedges. Additionally a useful new guidance document on the 
management of highway trees is available from the Forestry Commission. This is focused on 
street trees and how they can be retained, protected and maintained next to roads within 
settlements.

If a tree is causing visibility or access problems on a highway, the landowner will be asked to 
undertake appropriate management. Where trees are causing a safety issue, e.g. diseased 
and already or will become unstable, and this cannot be dealt with in any other way, the 
County Council will take action. In an emergency situation (such as after a storm where trees 
and branches have fallen across main roads) the County Council will also normally act 
immediately. 
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Injurious Weeds and Non-native Invasive Plants

Injurious weeds covered by the Weeds Act or non-native invasive plants listed under the 
Wildlife & Countryside Act may need controlling. If these plants occur on masse and are not 
likely to decline soon without intervention action will normally be taken. Species involved 
here include creeping thistle, spear thistle, broadleaved dock, curled dock, Japanese 
knotweed, giant hogweed and Himalayan balsam. Although a native plant common ragwort 
may sometimes need to be controlled too on verges. This is only when found in large 
abundance and there is a proven additional risk posed to grazing animals nearby.

Landscaping, Planting and use of Top Soil

After alterations to highway layouts some restorative landscaping may be required. 
Increasingly natural re-colonisation by native plants should be chosen as an option with 
suitable follow up weed control if necessary. The use of top soil should be limited to where it 
is really needed, e.g. as a medium for the planting of new trees. This is because most 
wildflowers will thrive best on nutrient poor substrates. Sometimes a helping hand is justified 
but only if seeds of native species are used that derive from a suitable and regional origin. 
Alternatively the strewing of local green hay could be employed in late summer.

Cultivation Licences

Members of the public are encouraged to take on the general maintenance of the verge area 
outside their property. This could include grass cutting, planting some low growing plants, or 
creating flower beds. However, there may be certain restrictions that may need to be 
adhered to, e.g. the depth of excavation, the height and type of certain shrubs, the non 
construction of structural features or hard landscaping, no enclosing of the area with fencing, 
walls or shrubs etc. 

Applications for cultivation licences are dealt with by the relevant Highway officer and must 
be made in writing. If approved, a licence agreement will be drawn up which will set out any 
conditions that need to be adhered to. 

Parish Councils can also request to maintain areas of Highway land within their Parish. 
Again a request will need to be made in writing with a plan indicating the area concerned.

Drainage

The below diagram shows the general drainage pattern and responsibilities present on or 
next to a typical road. Some roadside ditches may have biodiversity value and so are best 
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cleared, if required in autumn or winter and some material is left on banks to allow small 
animals to re-enter the water.

Litter

District Councils normally have responsibility for collecting litter from verges where it is a 
problem but parishes and town councils can assist with this. 

Planning Applications

As part of their comments to Local Planning Authorities, parish and town councils can 
consider any potential effects of new developments on road side verges they consider to be 
important. Effects can not just be negative (loss) because as part of new development there 
may be opportunities to better manage existing or newly created verges, embankments and 
cuttings.

Useful References

 Gloucestershire County Council (Current) ‘Highways & Roads webpages’ at 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/roads/ 

 Gloucestershire County Council (2019 onwards) ‘Gloucestershire Highways Biodiversity 
Guidance’ at https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-
manuals/biodiversity-and-highways/ 

 Gloucestershire County Council (2018 onwards) ‘Conservation Road Verge Register’ at 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/highways/plans-policies-procedures-manuals/biodiversity-
and-highways/ 

 Plantlife (2019) ‘Managing grassland road verges – A best practice guide’ at 
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/road-verge-management-guide 

 Buglife (2019) ‘Road verges and their potential for pollinators’ see Table 1 at 
https://cdn.buglife.org.uk/2019/10/Roberts-Phillips-Managing-road-verges-for-pollinators-
report-040119.pdf 

 Cotswold Conservation Board (2009) ‘Managing roadside verges – a brief guide for Parish 
Councils’ at https://www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Verges-
Guidance-for-Parish-Councils-Dec09.pdf 
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 Forestry Commission (2019) ‘Highway Tree Management’ Operations Note ON051 at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/highway-tree-management-operations-note-51 
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Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Report Title: Local Flood Risk Management Strategy

Annual Progress and Implementation Plan
2019/20 – 2020/21

Meeting Date: 4th March 2020

Chairman:

Presenting Officer: James Blockley (Principal Flood Risk Management Officer)

Purpose of Report: To introduce the draft Annual Progress and Implementation 
Plan for consideration and comment.

Planned Dates

Background 
documents:

Local Flood Risk Management Strategy
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan – 2015/16
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan – 2016/17
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan – 2017/18
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan – 2018/19

Appendices Draft Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2019/20. 

Recommendations To consider the draft Annual Progress and Implementation 
Plan and provide comments prior to publication.

Gloucestershire County Council
Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee
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4th March 2020
Subject: Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Annual 
Progress and Implementation Plan 2019/20 – 2020/21

Background
Under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010, Gloucestershire County 
Council (GCC) was made the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) for 
Gloucestershire and given a leadership and coordinating role for flood risk 
management in the county.  The Council was also given an operational role 
for managing flood risk from surface water runoff, ordinary watercourses and 
groundwater, in addition to pre-existing responsibilities for managing flooding 
and drainage from the highway network.
The 2010 Act also gave GCC the statutory duty to develop and deliver a Local 
Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) which was adopted in 2014. The 
strategy sets out proposals to fulfil the new role over a 10-year period, a full 
copy is available on the Flood Risk pages on the GCC website; 
www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/your-community/emergencies-and-your-
safety/flooding-and-drainage/gloucestershire-county-councils-local-flood-risk-
management-strategy-lfrms/. 
To support delivery of the strategy, GCC prepares and publishes an Annual 
Progress and Implementation Plan which enables the Council to respond to 
any legislative, regulatory and financial changes that might occur during the 
delivery period of the Local Strategy. The report itself provides specific details 
on the progress against the Local Strategy for 2019/20, the changes which 
will impact on delivery of objectives, and identifies proposed measures to 
manage flood risk in the county for the forthcoming year.

Summary of this year’s progress against strategy objectives [copied to 
the AIP introduction as the ECSC introduction will not be in the public domain]
2019/20 has been a busy and productive year for the Flood Risk Management 
Team. Existing flood alleviation schemes have been progressed and key 
projects such as the production of Flood Risk Management Plans for 
Cheltenham and Gloucester in line with the Flood Risk Regulations (2009) 
have commenced. 
Two new members of staff have joined the LLFA this year, which brings the 
team up to full strength and enabled it to increase efficacy and coverage. For 
example, creating and maintaining partnerships with a wide range groups and 
communities, whilst consistently achieving an unprecedented 100% success 
rate with our target to respond to all planning consultations within 21 days.
Alongside development control, the team has also been feeding into a range 
of local and national plans and policies. From Neighbourhood Development 
Plans, through regional schemes such as the missing link to wide-reaching 
national strategies such as the Environment Agency’s ambitious 30-year plan 
for flood and coastal erosion risk management.
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Summary of growth plans and direction for 2020/21 [copied to the AIP 
introduction as the ECSC introduction will not be in the public domain]
Building on the success of 2019/20, the team will capitalise on new 
partnerships and shared priorities to undertake new areas of activity in 
2020/21, whilst maintaining delivery of existing projects.
An exciting programme of new capital schemes will be initiated to support the 
improvement of flood resilience across the county, benefitting from both GCC 
funding and external resources.
New networks will be explored and developed including the River Severn 
Partnership and a catchment based Natural Flood Management forum, which 
will increase coordination and unlock potential.
To support project and partnership development, a refreshed approach to 
communications and awareness-raising will be put in place. Information 
provision will be revised including an overhaul of the website and 
development of refreshed communications strategy.
Following publication of the EA FCERM strategy in 2020 (date to be 
confirmed), the LLFA will also commence consultation on an early revision of 
the LFRMS. As above, the current strategy is not sue to expire until 2024, but 
early review is essential in order to accurately reflect escalating pressures, 
new priorities and context-shift. 
Underpinning all existing and future activity will be the commitment for GCC to 
allocate at least £2.1m a year to flood prevention across the county. 
Furthermore, the LLFA team will be playing a central role in delivery of the 
Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy, making vital steps towards building 
a resilient and sustainable county.
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1. Introduction
Gloucestershire County Council’s Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) was adopted in 2014. It 
identified the extent of flooding in Gloucestershire, established priorities for managing flooding, and 
identified how GCC will work together with Risk Management Authorities (RMAs)1, other stakeholders, 
and local communities to manage flood risk. In line with statutory obligations, the Strategy focused on 
flooding from surface runoff, groundwater and ordinary watercourses, whilst considering the linkages 
with other sources of flooding. However, as part of our leadership role, we identified flood risk which is 
the operational responsibility of other organisations and will continue to work closely in partnership to 
support reduction in flood risk across the county irrespective of source. 

As part of the Strategy we outlined the need for an ‘annual progress and implementation plan’ which 
would set out:

 A summary of progress since the previous annual progress and implementation plan was published
 An up to date prioritisation list based on most vulnerable locations2 for the forthcoming year, and
 An up to date list of the actions carried out in each parish.

This document is the annual progress and implementation plan. It reflects on recent success and builds 
priorities for the future. It sets out the measures we propose to take across Gloucestershire that will have 
a county-wide benefit, alongside those with a more locally-focussed impact on specific locations 
according to level of flood risk.

2019-20 has been an exciting and transformative year for both the LLFA and wider flood risk management 
across the County. Success has been a direct result of close cooperation with all partner organisations, 
key stakeholders and individual communities. Building on this success, 2020-21 will see deeper and more 
comprehensive delivery of the LFRMS objectives:

1.1 Summary of this year’s progress against strategy objectives
Existing flood alleviation schemes have been progressed and key projects such as the production of Flood 
Risk Management Plans for Cheltenham and Gloucester in line with the Flood Risk Regulations (2009) 
have commenced. 

Two new members of staff have joined the LLFA this year, which brings the team up to full strength and 
enabled it to increase efficacy and coverage. For example, creating and maintaining partnerships with a 
wide range groups and communities, whilst consistently achieving an unprecedented 100% success rate 
with our target to respond to all planning consultations within 21 days.

Alongside development control, the team has also been feeding into a range of local and national plans 
and policies. From Neighbourhood Development Plans, through regional schemes such as the missing link 
to wide-reaching national strategies such as the Environment Agency’s ambitious 30-year plan for flood 
and coastal erosion risk management.

1 Risk Management Authorities are defined in the Flood and Water Management Act as the LLFA, district/borough 
councils, the Environment Agency, water and sewerage companies, the highway authorities and Internal Drainage 
Boards. Their roles are discussed in Section 2 of the Local Strategy.
2 This could be based on new information being available due to better modelling and mapping, or a flood incident 
within a parish or ward.
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1.2 Summary of growth plans and direction for 2020/21 
Building on the success of 2019/20, the team will capitalise on new partnerships and shared priorities to 
undertake new areas of activity in 2020/21, whilst maintaining delivery of existing projects.

An exciting programme of new capital schemes will be initiated to support the improvement of flood 
resilience across the county, benefitting from both GCC funding and external resources.

New networks will be explored and developed including the River Severn Partnership and a catchment 
based Natural Flood Management forum, which will increase coordination and unlock potential.

To support project and partnership development, a refreshed approach to communications and 
awareness-raising will be put in place. Information provision will be revised including an overhaul of the 
website and development of refreshed communications strategy.

Following publication of the EA FCERM strategy in 2020 (date to be confirmed), the LLFA will also 
commence consultation on an early revision of the LFRMS. As above, the current strategy is not sue to 
expire until 2024, but early review is essential in order to accurately reflect escalating pressures, new 
priorities and context-shift. 

Underpinning all existing and future activity will be the commitment for GCC to allocate at least £2.1m a 
year to flood prevention across the county. Furthermore, the LLFA team will be playing a central role in 
delivery of the Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy, making vital steps towards building a resilient 
and sustainable county.
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2. Actions we propose to take across Gloucestershire
The Main Document of the Strategy identified actions we will take across Gloucestershire to manage and reduce flood risk, and ensure we have appropriate processes and procedures in place. Table 2-1 summarises the agreed actions, the 
progress to date, and the proposed activities for the forthcoming year to meet these actions. Since the publication of the Main Document, these actions have been altered to take in to account legislative and policy changes by Government, 
and progress made by the LLFA.

Table 2-1 Progress against proposed action across Gloucestershire

Measures Responsibility How will we measure success Timescale for action Progress (during 2018) Planned activities for 2019

Undertake further studies to improve our 
understanding of local flood risk, and in 
response to flooding incidents

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Completion of studies which identify 
potential mitigation measures to 
alleviate flooding. Further hydraulic 
modelling to understand future risks 
due to climate change

Ongoing with annual progress 
updates to assess whether 
objective is being delivered.

 Research and consultation underway for revised 
Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment as part of a six-
year cycle, leading to Flood Risk Management Plans 
for key Flood Risk Areas: Cheltenham (GCC lead), 
Gloucester (EA lead)

 Preliminary research carried out in three key areas 
linked to capital programme in order to progress 
flood alleviation schemes

 Involvement with River Severn Partnership to 
combine efforts and seek funding for complete 
baseline hydraulic model for River Severn and major 
tributaries.

 Carry out revised surface water flood risk modelling in 
key parishes to update the Risk of flooding from Surface 
Water mapping

 Following publication of the EA FCERM 30 year plan in 
2020, commence consultation on and development of a 
revised Local Flood Risk Management Strategy for 
Gloucestershire.

Undertake S.19 Investigations (of flooding 
incidents) where criteria are met. The 
purpose of these investigations is to establish 
the relevant RMA and whether they have 
responded appropriately.3

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Completion and publication of S.19 
Investigations

Ongoing  Investigations carried out in partnership with RMAs 
into widespread flooding during late October and 
early November 2019 

 Undertake S.19 Investigations when appropriate within 3 
months of flooding which meet the criteria.

 Involve National Flood Forum at major incidents to 
benefit from public information and support capacity.

Deliver consenting and enforcement role in 
relation to the Land Drainage Act 1991 and 
the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. 
This responsibility has been delegated to the 
district and borough councils except for 
Gloucester City which GCC still hold.

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Consent applications will be subject 
to rigorous scrutiny prior to approval 
/ rejection
Enforcement action will be 
undertaken when necessary and 
must comply with protocol

Ongoing  Service Level Agreements with District councils 
reviewed and reissued

 Consistency obtained with consenting fees for 
Natural Flood Management schemes

 Optioneering completed in partnership with District 
Councils to assess validity of SLA terms and 
payments.

 Continue to work with the district councils to monitor 
consenting and enforcement activities, ensuring active 
C&E function in all Districts / Boroughs excluding 
Gloucester City

 Ensure Service Level Agreements are reviewed to ensure 
best value and to meet current demands.

Develop consistent approach for designating 
structures

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Agreed protocol between 
designating authorities

Ongoing  GCC are yet to designate any flood alleviation assets, 
and no designations carried out by other RMAs in 
Gloucestershire

 No new designations elsewhere in England with 
which to draw comparisons.

  Any designation of flood assets will be dependant on 
legal advice.

 Continue to asses merits of designation and benchmark 
any designations in England.

Collate flood data from RMAs onto the 
Severe Weather Information Management 
(SWIM) system

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Establishment of process to collate 
additional data. Collection of 
additional flood data

Ongoing  Use of SWIM actively promoted to communities and 
RMAs, linked to October / November flooding 
resulting in increase in use and consistency of data

 Involvement in SWIM user group including testing of 
new enhanced version (entitled Flood Online 
Reporting Tool – FORT)

 Training in use of SWIM provided to flood wardens.

 Increase promotion of SWIM linked to significant 
flooding events

 Communications activity linked to relaunch as FORT, 
including mail-out to Parish Councils.

3 The criteria for a S.19 investigation is 5 or more properties flooded, 2 or more businesses flooded, 1 critical service flooded, whether there are safety concerns or a transport link is impassable for a significant period.
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Seek to increase funding from external 
sources

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

Seek to increase in external 
contributions towards funding 
applications over the next 5 years

Ongoing  Continued liaison with the Environment Agency and 
Regional Flood and Coastal Committee to ensure 
Flood Defence Grant in Aid (EA) and Local Levy (RFCC) 
contributions in principle for new flood alleviation 
capital projects

 Detailed negotiation with other organisations to 
encourage partnership working and funding – both 
GCC contributions to external projects and external 
funding for GCC projects.

 Funding bid to EA for updated surface water modelling 
for key catchments

 Continue to seek to secure external sources of funding 
for all schemes, projects, investigations and studies

Populate S.21 Asset Register GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

S.21 Asset Register populated and 
available for public inspection

Ongoing  The asset register (in spreadsheet format) is 
available for public inspection upon request

 Exploration of alternative GIS-based asset register 
solution, including combining via Highways asset 
management programme

 Continue to work with RMAs to add further records to 
the asset register where appropriate

 Complete transfer to geo-spatial database
 Ensure any map-based asset register remains publicly 

accessible.

Undertake ditch mapping and clearance with 
parish councils

GCC in partnership 
with district and 
parish councils

Targeted parishes and wards have 
more comprehensive mapping of 
location and condition of drainage 
ditches, including pinch points.

More drainage ditches across the 
county being cleared by riparian 
owners

Ongoing  Ditch clearance project in Tewkesbury carried out in 
partnership with riparian owners, EA and Tewkesbury 
Borough Council

 Continue to raise awareness of the importance of 
watercourse maintenance with parish councils

 Include ditch mapping exercise in flood warden training 
and parish council mail-out

 Revise and update riparian ownership guidance to 
ensure watercourse management is focussed and in line 
with current best practice, including Natural Flood 
Management approaches.

Statutory consultee to all Local Planning 
Authorities for major developments

GCC Provide statutory consultee 
comments on surface water 
management and surface water 
flood risk for all major planning 
applications in Gloucestershire to the 
relevant Local Planning Authority 
(LPA)

Ongoing  Performance measure of 95% of all planning 
consultations responded to within 21 day exceeded 
at every quarter – consistently 100%

 Consultee to major development projects including 
Ashchurch Garden Village, A471 missing link and 
Sharpness Eco-Village

 Responses made to numerous strategic planning 
consultations: e.g Neighbourhood Development Plans 
and national consultations including EA 30 year 
FCERM strategy.

 Continue with statutory consultee role
 Continue to provide pre-application advice within 

resources available
 Complete revision of Gloucestershire SuDS Design and 

Maintenance Guide
 Achieve minimum 95% sub 21 day responses
 Continue to feed into strategic planning, locally, 

regionally and nationally to ensure flood risk 
management is built into every stage.

Raise awareness of flood risk management GCC in partnership 
with district councils 
and the Environment 
Agency

Increase in amount of media activity 
related to flood risk management 

Ongoing  Media activity coordinated during and after October / 
November 2019 flooding, including social media 
activity via GCC comms team

 Assessment completed of digital media provision
 Initial revision of ‘essential flood guide’ in advance of 

full refresh in 2020/21

 Complete and implement communications plan with 
GCC and external partners to achieve consistency of 
message

 Review and overhaul digital media provision, including 
website and advice guides, to ensure accurate, pertinent 
and user-friendly information.

Meet regularly with Risk Management 
Authorities and ensure good lines of 
communication between organisations

GCC in partnership 
with RMAs

By the frequency and attendance of 
the meetings

Ongoing  RMA network meeting frequency increased to 
quarterly due to demand and importance to each 
RMAs’ efficacy

 ‘Flood Risk Management Delivery Group’ set up and 
coordinated by GCC to act as a technical officers’ 
working group and a counterpoint to the more 
strategic / policy and process driven RMA network. 
Group met two weeks before each RMA meeting in 
order to feed into the wider group on area specific 
and technical issues.

 Continue to facilitate quarterly RMA network meetings
 Continue to facilitate quarterly FRM Delivery Group 

meetings
 Seek out, develop and facilitate new local and regional 

partnerships including a regional Natural Flood 
Management Forum 
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 GCC attendance on all regional LLFA network 
meetings aligned to Wessex and English Severn & 
Wye RFCCS

Work with Civil Protection Team (CPT) to 
raise awareness of flooding and ensure 
joined up approach

GCC Evidence of local communities 
becoming more prepared for 
flooding (e.g. preparation of 
community flood plans). CPT have 
access to latest mapping to inform 
planning

Ongoing  Active partnership with CPT developed and 
maintained in 2019, including FRM involvement on 
emergency response teleconferences and CPT 
representation on RMA Network Meetings

 Continue to cultivate relationship of mutual support with 
CPT to ensure optimal collaboration

Apply a robust scoring matrix for prioritising 
a rolling programme of works

GCC Schemes are developed and funded 
based on most at risk and cost 
effectiveness

Ongoing  Only minor updates have been made to the scoring 
matrix. No major updates have been required.

 For details of how the list was developed see the 
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2016-17: 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/6846/glo
ucestershire_suds_design_and_maintenance_guide_-
dec_2015-compressed-63334.pdf.

 Continue to use and adjust the scoring matrix as 
appropriate.

Keep parish prioritisation up to date GCC Ranked parishes based on flood risk 
that reflects known flood issues and 
most recent flood maps

Ongoing  The parish prioritisation is updated for each Annual 
Progress and Implementation Plan to reflect new 
reports of flooding as well as the progress of flood 
alleviation schemes.

 Continue to update the prioritisation list as required
 Include remodelled parishes depending on funding 

secured.
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3. Location-specific actions
3.1. Parish prioritisation
Parish prioritisation is a method used to help understand and investigate flood risk in Gloucestershire. It 
uses the flood reports from SWIM (formerly the Flood Data Register), modelled flood risk and previous 
flood alleviation work to rank parishes based on their relative risk4. It is regularly updated to include new 
information and the latest table is shown in Table 3.1.

Once a flood alleviation scheme has been completed in a parish, the risk is revised and shown as “-“. This 
helps keep track of which areas have had flood alleviation work and which still require investigating. It 
doesn’t mean the risk in the parish has been resolved.

4 Details of the scoring system can be found in the Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2016-17: 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/6846/gloucestershire_suds_design_and_maintenance_guide_-dec_2015-
compressed-63334.pdf
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Table 3.1 Prioritised Parishes and Wards

Parish or Ward District 

Number of 
reports of 
internal 
flooding

Number of 
reports of 
properties 
affected by 
flooding

Number of 
properties at 
high risk of 
surface water 
flooding
(1 in 30 year)

Initial 
Calculated 
Risk

Revised 
calculated 
risk

Actions

Abbeydale Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress

Adlestrop CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Alderley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Alderton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Aldsworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Alkington CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

All Saints Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Alvington CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Ampney Crucis CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Ampney St. Mary CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Ampney St. Peter CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Andoversford CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete

Arlingham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Ashchurch Rural CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete

Ashleworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Ashley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Aston Subedge CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Avening CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Awre CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-High High Study complete

Aylburton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Badgeworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete

Bagendon CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Barnsley CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Low Low -

Barnwood Ward Gloucester Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-High High Scheme in progress

Barrington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Barton and Tredworth Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 High High SWMP complete

Batsford CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Battledown Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 25 - 50 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Baunton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Benhall and the Reddings Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Berkeley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Beverston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Bibury CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -

Bishop's Cleeve CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress

Bisley-with-Lypiatt CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Blaisdon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Bledington CP Cotswold 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Blockley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Boddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Bourton-on-the-Hill CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Bourton-on-the-Water CP Cotswold Less than 5 75 - 100 75 - 100 High - Scheme complete

Boxwell with Leighterton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Brimpsfield CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Brimscombe and Thrupp CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High -

Broadwell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Brockworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress

Bromesberrow CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low SWMP complete

Buckland CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Cainscross CP Stroud 5 - 25 25 - 50 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress

Cam CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-High High Study complete
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Chaceley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete

Chalford CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -

Charlton Kings Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Charlton Park Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High High -

Chedworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Cherington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Chipping Campden CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete

Churcham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Churchdown CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High High Scheme in progress

Cinderford CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Cirencester CP Cotswold 5 - 25 75 - 100 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress

Clapton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Coaley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Coates CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Coberley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Cold Aston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Coleford CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete

Colesbourne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

College Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 25 - 50 High - Scheme complete

Coln St. Aldwyns CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Coln St. Dennis CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Compton Abdale CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Condicote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Corse CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Cowley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Cranham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Cutsdean CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Daglingworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Deerhurst CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete

Didmarton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Donnington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Dowdeswell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Down Ampney CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Down Hatherley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete

Driffield CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Drybrook CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Dumbleton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Duntisbourne Abbots CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Duntisbourne Rouse CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Dursley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -

Dymock CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Eastington CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Eastleach CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -

Ebrington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Edgeworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Elkstone CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Elmbridge Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Elmore CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -

Elmstone Hardwicke CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

English Bicknor CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Evenlode CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Fairford CP Cotswold Less than 5 75 - 100 25 - 50 High - Scheme complete

Farmington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Forthampton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Frampton on Severn CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Fretherne with Saul CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High -

Frocester CP Stroud 5 - 25 25 - 50 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
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Gorsley and Kilcot CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Gotherington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Grange Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High High SWMP complete

Great Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Great Witcombe CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete

Gretton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Guiting Power CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Ham and Stone CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Hamfallow CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Hampnett CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Hardwicke CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete

Harescombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Haresfield CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Low Low -

Hartpury CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Hasfield CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Hatherop CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Hawling CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Hazleton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Hesters Way Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -

Hewelsfield and Brockweir CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete

Highnam CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Hillesley and Tresham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Hinton CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Horsley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Hucclecote CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Hucclecote Ward Gloucester Less than 5 25 - 50 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress

Huntley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Icomb CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Innsworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Kemble CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Kempley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Kempsford CP Cotswold Less than 5 25 - 50 25 - 50 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

King's Stanley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Kingscote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Kingsholm and Wotton Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete

Kingswood CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Lansdown Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High High SWMP complete

Lechlade CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete

Leckhampton Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Leigh CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete

Leonard Stanley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Little Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Littledean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Long Newnton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Longborough CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Longford CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-High Medium-High SWMP complete

Longhope CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Longlevens Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 High High SWMP complete

Longney and Epney CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Lower Slaughter CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete

Lydbrook CP Forest 5 - 25 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Lydney CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete

Maisemore CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Maiseyhampton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Matson and Robinswood Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High High -

Maugersbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Mickleton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
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Minchinhampton CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -

Minsterworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Miserden CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Mitcheldean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Low Medium-Low Study complete

Moreland Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High High Study complete

Moreton Valence CP Stroud Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Moreton-in-Marsh CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete

Nailsworth CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete

Naunton CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 25 - 50 Low Low -

Newent CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Newland CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete

Newnham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

North Cerney CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

North Nibley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Northleach with Eastington CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Northway CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Norton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete

Notgrove CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Nympsfield CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Oakley Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Oddington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Owlpen CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Oxenhall CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Oxenton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Ozleworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Painswick CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Park Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Pauntley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Pitchcombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Pittville Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete

Podsmead Ward Gloucester Less than 5 75 - 100 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress

Poole Keynes CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Poulton CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -

Prescott CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Prestbury Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Preston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Quedgeley Fieldcourt Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete

Quedgeley Severn Vale Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Quenington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Randwick CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -

Redmarley D'abitot CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Rendcomb CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Rodborough CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-High Medium-High -

Rodmarton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Ruardean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Rudford and Highleadon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Ruspidge and Soudley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Saintbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Sandhurst CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete

Sapperton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Sevenhampton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Sezincote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Sherborne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Shipton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Shipton Moyne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Shurdington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Siddington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High -
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Slimbridge CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Snowshill CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Somerford Keynes CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

South Cerney CP Cotswold 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete

Southam CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Southrop CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -

Springbank Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 High High -

St. Briavels CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

St. Mark's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -

St. Paul's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

St. Peter's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High -

Standish CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low -

Stanton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Stanway CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Medium-Low Study complete

Staunton Coleford CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Staunton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Staverton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Stinchcombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Stoke Orchard CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low SWMP complete

Stonehouse CP Stroud 5 - 25 50 - 75 50 - 75 Medium-High High -

Stow-on-the-Wold CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Stroud CP Stroud 5 - 25 25 - 50 Greater than 100 High High Study complete

Sudeley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Swell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Swindon Village Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Syde CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Taynton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Teddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Temple Guiting CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Tetbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete

Tetbury Upton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Tewkesbury CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Tibberton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Tidenham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete

Tirley CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 25 - 50 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Toddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Todenham CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Tuffley Ward Gloucester Less than 5 25 - 50 5 - 25 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Turkdean CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Twigworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Twyning CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Uckington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Uley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Up Hatherley Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Upleadon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Upper Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Upper Slaughter CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Upton St. Leonards CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -

Warden Hill Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High -

West Dean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete

Westbury-on-Severn CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress

Westcote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Westgate Ward Gloucester Less than 5 75 - 100 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete

Weston Subedge CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low - Scheme complete

Weston Subedge CP (DET) Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Westonbirt with Lasborough CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 25 - 50 Low Low -

Wheatpieces CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
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Whiteshill and Ruscombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Whitminster CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Whittington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Wick Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Willersey CP Cotswold Less than 5 25 - 50 25 - 50 Low Low Study complete

Winchcombe CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete

Windrush CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Winson CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low - Scheme complete

Winstone CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Withington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -

Woodchester CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -

Woodmancote CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete

Woolaston CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -

Wotton-under-Edge CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High Study complete

Yanworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
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3.2 Current capital schemes
Capital funded flood alleviation schemes programmed in line with parish and scheme prioritisation 
schedule

Table 3.2 Current flood alleviation schemes with Gloucestershire County Council contributions

Project Lead Parish Location Scheme/Works description
Gloucestershire 
County Council

Bishop's 
Cleeve CP

Bishop's Cleeve, 
various locations

Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - a 
number of measures across the town centre

 
Brockworth 
CP

Medway 
Crescent, 
Brockworth

Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - 
Property Level Resilience

 
Churchdown 
CP

Anne Hathaway 
Drive, 
Churchdown

Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - 
Property Level Resilience

 Cirencester CP Cirencester
Upstream catchment natural attenuation 
measures and urban retro-fit SuDS

 
Podsmead 
Ward

Sports Complex 
SuDS, Podsmead

Incorporate SuDS into the drainage plan for the 
proposed sports complex development in order to 
hold enough flood water to alleviate risk 
downstream.

Abbeydale 
Ward

Abbeydale 
downstream of 
Community 
Centre, River 
Twyver

Renaturalise channel. Removing concrete channel 
and replacing with a two stage channel with 
wetland plants.

Gloucester City 
Council

Hucclecote 
Ward

Appleton Way, 
Hucclecote

Optimising the flood storage at Appleton Way 
Lagoon as well as improving the conveyance of 
flood water over highway culverts on Green Lane, 
Brookfield Road and Millbridge Road.

Barnwood 
Ward

Barnwood Park, 
Barnwood

Balancing Pond improvement works

 
Hucclecote 
Ward

Porchester Road, 
Hucclecote

Additional funding for Individual Property 
Protection for 9 properties.

 

Environment 
Agency

Various – 
Tewkesbury 
District

Properties 
between 
Tewkesbury and 
Gloucester

Property flood resilience measure to individual 
properties
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3.3 Future capital schemes

Capital schemes are programmed according to Prioritised Flood Alleviation Schemes list (PFAS). It is an 
ongoing task for the GCC Flood Risk Team to investigate the viability of the schemes on the list and either 
recommend them for future funding or remove them from the list. New schemes will be added to the list 
when requests for funding are made to GCC or when new schemes are identified. This means the list will 
continue to be altered and updated

For details of how the list was developed see the Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2016-17: 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/6846/gloucestershire_suds_design_and_maintenance_guide_-
dec_2015-compressed-63334.pdf

The following table is the current list of schemes from the PFAS with confirmed funding following approval 
of Outline Business Cases

Table 3.3 Future capital schemes

District Parish / ward Location Proposed method 
of alleviation 

Estimat
ed 

numbe
r of 

propert
ies at 
risk

Estimated 
Scheme 

Cost

Forest of Dean Coleford CP Coleford Town 
Centre

Install channel 
drains and a new 
drainage network 
in the centre of 
Coleford

179 £471,000

Cheltenham Pittville Ward Windsor Street and 
Little Cleevemount

Reduce road levels 
and create flood 
storage area in 
school playing field

38 £502,000

Stroud Nailsworth CP George Street

Install a high 
capacity gully and 
new carrier drain to 
the Nailsworth 
Stream 

19 £215,000

Stroud Various Various Stroud Rural SuDS TBC GCC contr.  
= £30k pa x3

Gloucester 
City

Matson and Robinswood / 
Tuffley Ward

Holmleigh Park / 
Matson Park

Retro-fit SuDS in 
various locations – 
ERDF project match 
funding

TBC
GCC contr. = 
£45k – 23% 

match

Cotswold Somerford Keynes CP Central Installation of new 
flood relief culvert TBC £30,000

Cotswold Broadwell CP Central

Installation of new 
filter drain, flood 
relief drain and 
infiltration basin

TBC £40,000

Forest of Dean Lydney CP Cookson Terrace

Property Flood 
resilience measures 
to rear gateways 
and boundary walls

TBC £30,000
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4. Appendix 

Table 4.1 Table of definitions

Definition

CPT Civil Protection Team

EA Environment Agency

FAS Flood Advisory Service – a not for profit organisation who promote flood awareness.

FDR Flood Data Register – n application used by the LLFA to record property flooding.

FRA Flood Risk Area - an area which has 5 or more “blue squares” (a 1km square with either 200 or 
more people [number of residential properties x2.34 people], 20 or more non-residential 
properties or 1 or more key services [e.g. emergency services, hospitals, schools, utilities] at 
risk of flooding) are found within a 3x3 km grid.

GCC Gloucestershire County Council

LLFA Lead Local Flood Authority – Gloucestershire County Council was made the LLFA for 
Gloucestershire following the Flood and Water Management Act 2010.

PFRA Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment - a countywide assessment of flood risk identifying high 
risk areas. This is to be reviewed every 6 years.

RMA Risk Management Authority - are defined in the Flood and Water Management Act as the 
LLFA, district/borough councils, the Environment Agency, water and sewerage companies, the 
highway authorities and Internal Drainage Boards. Their roles are discussed in Section 2 of the 
Local Strategy.

RoFfSW Risk of Flooding from Surface Water – formally the updated Flood Maps for Surface Water 
(uFMfSW), it is a national computer model demonstrating the risk of flooding from surface 
water across the country.

SEA Strategic Environmental Assessment - a process for considering the potential environmental 
impacts of addressing flood risk.

SuDS Sustainable Drainage System – a form of surface water drainage which tries to mimic the 
natural environment.

SWIM Severe Weather Information Management – an online flood reporting system which allows 
members of the public to report flooding directly to the website: 
https://swim.geowessex.com/glos.

SWMP Surface Water Management Plan – a report completed in 2011 for several areas around 
Gloucestershire which investigates the surface water flooding in 2007 and with recommended 
alleviation measures.
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Director’s Report, Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
Scrutiny Committee Report

February 2020

This report summarises key areas likely to lead to decisions over the next 6 months, 
including updates on areas previously reported.  

1.0 Decisions

1.1      Relevant forthcoming decisions, by date due:
 Recommendation to Council – 2nd Review of the Statement of Community 

Involvement (SCI) for Gloucestershire (22nd April 2020)
 

1.2 Pending Items not yet published on the Forward Plan:
 Electric vehicle charging points (22nd April 2020)
 Community and Adult Skills Programmes funding 2020 – 2021(22nd April 2020)
 Refresh of the Local Developer User Guide (17th June 2020)

2.0 Highways update

2.1 Highways Contracts
 Storm Ciara and Storm Denis have stress tested emergency response capabilities. 

After each event reviews have been undertaken and improvements introduced 
where they have been identified.

 We are working with Ringway and Atkins on the 2020/21 programmes so that we 
have a full pipeline of works for both, ready for a smooth start to the year.

 Structural Maintenance Contract for next 2 years has been awarded to Tarmac – 
begins 1st April 2020.

2.2 £150m Highways Improvement Programme
 Delivery remains on track in the 19/20 financial year with the accelerated 

programme.
 The website shows the current schedule plus the interactive map for 19/20 and 

20/21 works.  

2.3 Highway Skills Academy
 13 apprentices appointed across GCC, Ringway and Atkins.
 Plan for 20/21 intake being developed currently with a further 8 apprentices 

anticipated.

2.4 Ash Die Back
 Following the approval of the £500k allocation at full council, we are developing a 

strategy to prioritise delivery. 

2.5 Major Schemes
 A419 Junction Improvements (Stonehouse) - The Chipmans Platt and Oldends 

Roundabouts are now substantially complete.  Works at Horsetrough Roundabout 
and the Downton signals junction continue with a programme completion of May 
2020
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 A4173 Pitchcombe - Resurfacing works start 20th February for 2 weeks.  
Construction completion  is due in mid-March

 A38 Canal Bridges, Whitminster - Works are ongoing on site, there have been some 
delays with utility diversions, but we are hoping to mitigate these and keep on 
programme.

3.0 Community Infrastructure Update

3.1 Cheltenham Transport Plan
 Works to restore the road network to pre-Boots Corner trial arrangements are 

complete apart from some parking restrictions which are contingent upon the 
delivery of signs in February. 

 The crossing at Boots Corner is being replaced as it has reached the end of its life. 
For safety reasons the narrowing to a single traffic lane on the immediate approach 
will be retained. This has little if any impact on traffic flow but more importantly 
addresses road safety issues for vulnerable road users.

 Notwithstanding the decision to abandon the Phase 4 trial a significant number of 
local measures are being delivered in 2020/21 in and around the town centre. 
These range from investment in signals on the ring road, and at Boots Corner itself, 
to High Street public realm works led by Cheltenham Borough Council. 

3.2 Parking
 A cabinet panel is being set up to review the council’s road safety functions, 

including the TRO process, and will report back to Adult Social Care Scrutiny 
Committee.

 Work continues on the GWR car park expansion at Cheltenham Spa station, 
including 300 secure cycle parking spaces. Discussions are ongoing with GWR and 
LEP regarding securing the foot and cycle link to Lansdown Road.

 In January Environment Scrutiny Committee members debated the pros and cons 
of options for rolling out Electric Vehicle Charging Points in Gloucestershire. A 
focused approach that complements investment by the commercial sector was 
supported. As part of our Climate Change Action Plan the council will procure 200 
charging points. Atkins have been commissioned to draft the EV Strategy using the 
key objectives agreed at the last Environment Scrutiny and bring this back to the 
committee on 4th March 2020.

3.3 Climate Change & Air Quality
 Work is underway developing the 2020/21 ‘Year 1’ action plan as part of a five year 

rolling climate change action plan. In parallel the Air Quality & Health Partnership is 
prioritising those actions where we can maximise synergy with the Climate Change 
Strategy. To provide extra capacity a full time project manager has been appointed 
on a temporary basis pending recruitment to a permanent post after April.

4.0 Strategic Infrastructure update

4.1 A417 Missing Link
 RIS2 announcement is now expected imminently.

4.2 M5 Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch)
 The Strategic Outline Business Case for the M5 J9 / A46 scheme has been 

submitted to the DfT in January 2020;
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 Discussions re- possible future funding ongoing with both Homes England and 
Tewkesbury BC. 

4.3 M5 J10 / HIF bid
 A decision is expected to be imminent.

4.4 West Cheltenham / Cyber £22M
 Starting on site Spring 2020;
 Ongoing issue re-timing / extent of Highways England’s A40 / M5 ‘safety critical’ 

works. 

4.5 Local Transport Plan (LTP)
 Public consultation currently taking place (16th January – 26th March 2020). 

4.7 Local Plans / JCS 
 Review of JCS now underway following an ‘Issues and Options’ consultation which 

ended in January 2019;
 There is agreement with JCS officers that there should be an immediate review of 

the JCS CIL. 
 Stroud Local Plan – Consultation on Draft Local Plan – closed 22nd January 2020. 

Officer concerns submitted to SDC – especially transport issues re- the significant 
proposed development at Sharpness;

5.0 Libraries & Registration update

5.1 Library Strategy & Opening Hours
 Plans are in place to update the 2012 Library Strategy.  Staff sessions have been 

completed; however, there are ongoing discussions about a need for a Countywide 
reduction in library opening hours.

5.2 Stonehouse Library
 Stonehouse library will open in its new High Street location on Tuesday 14th April 

2020.  Whilst the actual opening hours have not yet been agreed we are hoping to 
be able to increase the weekly opening hours by an additional 6 hours.  The formal 
launch of the library will take place on Saturday 4th July 2020.

5.3 No Child Left Behind Awards
 Cheltenham Libraries have won an award in the Cheltenham Borough Council 

awards for their free children’s activities.

6.0 Waste Management update

6.1 Joint Waste Committee

 The four new contracts for Garden Waste Treatment commenced on 1 Feb 2020. 
 The Energy from Waste visitor centre should be completed by March, when an 

official opening will be held.  A media tour of the facility in January was successful, 
with local TV, radio and press in attendance. 

Contact Officer
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Colin Chick, Executive Director of Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
colin.chick@gloucestershire.gov.uk, 01452 328470
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ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

WORK PLAN 2020-21

4 March 2020 20 May 2020
Joint meeting with Economic Growth

15 July 2020

Biodiversity draft information sheet Local Transport Plan Review

Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Annual 
Implementation Plan 2019/20

Draft Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Strategy Quarter 3 2019/20 Performance Report Quarter 4 2019/20 Performance Report

23 September 2020 24 November 2020

Quarter 1 2020/21 Performance Report Quarter 2 2020/21 Performance Report
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POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS

1 Lengthsmen Scheme – To consider the 
effectiveness of the Scheme

6 months 
post April 
2019

7 Dynamic Purchasing System for Transport

2 Footways (in relation to Motion 787: 
Pavements) – to be revisited early 2019

6 months 
post April 
2019

8 Infrastructure South – including the third river 
crossing 

3 Air Pollution and its Impact on Public Health 
Task Group

Members 
sent update 
report 
23.5.19

9 Infrastructure Planning

4 Ringway mobilisation – How the new term 
maintenance contract is going

8 months 
after April 
2019

10 Climate change reduction pledge

5 Cotswold National Park Status – Watching brief 
on the Government’s response to the Glover 
Review

11 Visit to Javelin Park Spring 
2020

6 DMMO – To receive a report from the outreach 
post holder regarding application demand

6 months 
after budget 
2019

12 SUP Task Group
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